SIU Carbondale (SIUC) Undergraduate Deans List

At the end of each Fall and Spring semester – and Summer session – undergraduate students who were enrolled for and earned full-time GPA-applicable credit at SIUC during the term, and whose SIUC term grade point average (GPA) for all courses during the term meets or exceeds the minimum SIUC GPA established by the University,¹ will be included on the Deans List for that term. This University recognition of high scholastic achievement is only for that particular term, does not apply to part-time students, does not take into consideration transfer coursework, and does not take into consideration the cumulative GPA of the student for all course work at SIUC.

The following listing of students included on the Deans List is for the term noted and as of the date noted. (Late grade submissions or late grade changes processed after the date noted may impact the inclusion on the Deans List.) This listing includes all undergraduate Deans List students with the exception of those students who have requested the University to restrict release of their student directory information. Students can make such requests for restriction in writing to the Registrar’s Office (see https://registrar.siu.edu/pdf/RestrictReleaseOfStudentInfoForm.pdf). Students who have previously made such requests for restriction can request its removal in writing to the Registrar’s Office (see https://registrar.siu.edu/pdf/RemoveRestrictReleaseOfStudentInfoForm.pdf).

The listing is sorted by last name then first name. The student’s primary academic unit for the term is indicated in parentheses following the student’s name.

SIUC Registrar’s Office
https://registrar.siu.edu/

¹ Minimum full-time SIUC term GPA established by the University for undergraduate Deans List recognition is 3.50 for all undergraduate academic units (effective for the Summer 2014 term and subsequent terms).
Themis Abarca (Science)
Thomas Mulugeta Abebe (Science)
Kenan Abed-Mahmoud (Science)
Nehemiah N Abla (Liberal Arts)
Sharif R Abouomar (Engineering)
Nezar Abunnur (Science)
Ingrid L Acevedo (Engineering)
Michelle Aceves-Ochoa (Agricultural Sciences)
Jenna Achtzehn (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jessica N Acree (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lanette A Adams (Applied Sciences & Arts)
James J Adams (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Logan N Adams (Engineering)
Nyah D Addison (Business)
Blake R Ade (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Olatoyosi J Adelakun (Liberal Arts)
Isaiah E Aden (Agricultural Sciences)
Gabriella G Agius (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Keenan D Agnew (Education & Human Services)
Abby M Aguirre (Education & Human Services)
Sumair S Ahiuwalia (Liberal Arts)
Salwa M Ahmed (Education & Human Services)
Jocelyne A Ahrens (Business)
Olivia A Akers (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Betty Akamani (Liberal Arts)
Olivia G Aiken (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Self Eldeen M Al Dahiyat (Business)
Maged Al-Tahitah (University College)
Abdulelah O Alahmadi (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Faisal S Alahmari (Engineering)
Ibrahim S Alahmari (Engineering)
Madeline E Alaluf (University College)
Moiz F Alam (Science)
Ahmed A Alamr (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abdulrahman M Alanaze (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Yousef I Alansari (Engineering)
Cecilia Albert-Black (Science)
Kierstyn B Albin (Science)
Alma C Alcala Delgado (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Arthur M Alcantara (Science)
Misty L Alcoriza (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew D Alcorn (Agricultural Sciences)
Meshal E Aldhafeeri Sr (Engineering)
Sarah A Aldridge (Education & Human Services)
Declan N Alexander (Agricultural Sciences)
Alhanouf F Alfawaz (Business)
Hend K Alfawaz (Business)
Micqwan T Alford (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Fatemah Alharbi (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Saleh M Alhashil Sr (Engineering)
Metaeb A Alborai (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Benjamin R Alifantis (Liberal Arts)
Turki F Aljarbou (Business)
Julie A Alka (Education & Human Services)
Ali H Alkhaldi (Engineering)
Katherine Alleman (Liberal Arts)
Colton J Allen (Education & Human Services)
Gabriel J Allen (Engineering)
Hanna J Allen (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hayden C Allen (Liberal Arts)
James B Allen (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jami A Allen (Liberal Arts)
Kelsie M Allen (Agricultural Sciences)
Madison G Allen (Science)
Noah A Allen (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Owen R Allen (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tasjey M Allen (Liberal Arts)
Vernecelyn N Allen (Applied Sciences & Arts)
William B Allen (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Faizah V Allison (Business)
Faraj A Alamr (Engineering)
Mahammad A Alamr (Engineering)
Mohammad J M R J Alamr (Engineering)
Abdullah T Almutairi (Engineering)
Emma E Almy (Engineering)
Safiyah R Alotaibi (Engineering)
Mohammad S Alrefaei (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Yousif Alsafar   (Science)
Mohammed H Alsayiri   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bader A Alshammari   (Engineering)
Fayed A Alshammari   (Engineering)
Tayel S Alshammari   (Engineering)
Wardah Alsultan   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abdulelah A Alsuwaydani   (Engineering)
Emma L Althoff   (Agricultural Sciences)
Annabelle F Altman   (Agricultural Sciences)
Keshaun C Altman   (University College)
Michael A Altobelli   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kirstin H Altom   (Science)
Jordan A Altug   (Science)
Abigel L Alvarado   (Agricultural Sciences)
Gabrielle M Alvarado   (Education & Human Services)
Stephanie A Alvarado   (Liberal Arts)
Yancy G Alvarenga   (Liberal Arts)
Jessica Alvarez   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Qatada Alweh   (Engineering)
Wiam T Alwireikat   (Engineering)
Saad F Alyasi   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily A Ambrose   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Audrey K Ambrosio   (Liberal Arts)
Tyler A Ambuel   (Agricultural Sciences)
Mashal Ameen   (Engineering)
Zachary W Amend   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Manisa J Amison   (Liberal Arts)
Marc B Ammelounx   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Margaret M Amoss   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Naomie Y Amuli   (Engineering)
Blake J Anderson   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carley Anderson   (Liberal Arts)
Charles J Anderson   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Darius J Anderson   (Education & Human Services)
Hunter D Anderson   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jarrett H Anderson   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kailyn M Anderson   (Agricultural Sciences)
Luke M Anderson   (Science)
Madelynn I Anderson   (Agricultural Sciences)
Rachel J Anderson   (Agricultural Sciences)
Steven M Anderson   (Education & Human Services)
Douglas R Andracki   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mallory B Andre   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Timothy R Andreisen   (Agricultural Sciences)
Holly N Andrews   (Education & Human Services)
Peyton J Annett   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alison E Anthony   (Education & Human Services)
Samuel G Antonacci   (Science)
Jonathan G Antuna   (Engineering)
Alexandra D Apgar   (Science)
Nora A Apolinar   (Liberal Arts)
Alysia T Aponte   (University College)
Kylie J Appleby   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Herman Arce   (Engineering)
Ryan A Archibald   (Agricultural Sciences)
Angelina F Arcuri   (Liberal Arts)
Annemarie G Arendt   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Victor J Arevalo   (Liberal Arts)
Cole Argoudelis   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Uriel Arizmendi   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hailey K Armstrong   (Education & Human Services)
William Armstrong   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bailey A Arndt   (Liberal Arts)
Josephine A Arnett   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Madison A Arnold   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Shawn A Arreguin   (Science)
Martiece Arrington   (Liberal Arts)
Edward Arteaga   (Engineering)
Brian A Arvelo   (Agricultural Sciences)
Malika D Ashford-Smith   (Engineering)
Lewis Debble Ashley   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Shereen Ashraf   (Business)
Daisy Atempa   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexis J Atherton   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Meera L Athiappan   (Engineering)
Mithra L Athiappan   (Engineering)
Sandria W Athul   (Science)
John T Atwood   (Liberal Arts)
Alex G Auld   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
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Kiley E Austin (Liberal Arts)
Adriana Avina (Liberal Arts)
Casey A Avise-Rouse (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Amelia F Awe (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Enrique Ayala (University College)
Claire M Ayers (Science)
Kathryn A Ayers (Science)
Tristen A Ayres (Liberal Arts)
Yousef Abdulrahsan Ahmed Ba Raadi (Engineering)
Odin Babcock (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Aseel Babiker (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicholas A Bachman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kyle R Back (Business)
Connor M Backus (Business)
Daniel R Badalov (Engineering)
Allison R Baer (Education & Human Services)
Lili A Bahena (Liberal Arts)
Timothy J Bailey (Engineering)
Brittany Bakare (Engineering)
Emilee M Baker (Agricultural Sciences)
Jack P Baker (Science)
Maura A Baker (Liberal Arts)
Nicholas B Baker (Business)
Daren J Baldwin (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Shelbi R Ballard (Education & Human Services)
Makenzie L Ballenger (Science)
Madeline R Ballinger (Liberal Arts)
Olivia M Balsley Saltus (Science)
Dalton J Banach (Engineering)
Robin L Banasek (Science)
Katherine G Banasiak (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexandra J Banks (Science)
Zachary J Bapty (Science)
Sylvia Baran (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Piotr Baranski (Science)
Susan R Baranski (Education & Human Services)
Simon P Barbel (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Juan E Barboza (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cristian Barillas (Liberal Arts)
James E Barker (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Gabrielle S Barlow (Liberal Arts)
Shania L Barlow (Education & Human Services)
Alex L Barnes (Education & Human Services)
Alexandra E Barnes (Agricultural Sciences)
Christopher W Barnes (Education & Human Services)
Tessa E Barnes (Liberal Arts)
Kirsten L Barnette (Agricultural Sciences)
Olivia Barragan Velasquez (Education & Human Services)
Angelica Barragan (Education & Human Services)
Luis A Barrera (University College)
Gerardo I Barrera-Perez (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alec C Barrett (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Haley M Barrett (Education & Human Services)
Marcellis D Barretto (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Austin J Barrick (Liberal Arts)
Austin J Barron (Science)
Nicholas D Bartelsmeyer (Engineering)
Courtney Bartkiewicz (Liberal Arts)
Lauren E Bartlow (Education & Human Services)
Dustin L Bartnicki (Engineering)
Adrianna L Bartolomucci (Science)
Hannah Barton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Caitlyn J Bartos (Science)
Duranta K Barua (Engineering)
Emilee Basenberg (Science)
Joe D Basham II (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Andrew J Bashwiner (Business)
Marissa N Basi (Science)
Allison P Bass (Education & Human Services)
Joe A Bass Jr (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Danielle P Bates (Education & Human Services)
Madison L Bates (Education & Human Services)
Samantha J Baugh (Liberal Arts)
Christian B Baumann (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sydney L Baumeister (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brenna E Baxter (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abigail C Bayer (Education & Human Services)
Alec J Bayer (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Seth M Bayer (Business)
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Dylan Beard (Education & Human Services)
Kaliyah A Beall (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ciara D Beaumont (Liberal Arts)
Brayden R Beck (Applied Sciences & Arts)
George D Beck (Business)
Chase J Becker (Agricultural Sciences)
Hannah E Becker (Liberal Arts)
Lily A Becker (Agricultural Sciences)
Rachel A Becker (Education & Human Services)
Jakob L Beckman (Agricultural Sciences)
Megan M Beckman (Agricultural Sciences)
Julia I Beckner (Science)
Cameron G Beers (Business)
Blake Begner (Education & Human Services)
Jill B Behrmann (Business)
Brian A Beiser (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Ruxandra Bele (Business)
Husein S Bell (Education & Human Services)
Joseph A Bellone (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Skyler K Belmonte (Education & Human Services)
Valeria Beltran (Education & Human Services)
Eric C Benda (Engineering)
James L Benefiel (Science)
Ian W Bennett (Science)
Jacob A Bennett (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mckenna S Bennett (Liberal Arts)
Morgan R Bennett (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Quinn L Bennett (Liberal Arts)
Madison M Bennion (Liberal Arts)
William E Benson (Engineering)
Scott W Benzinger (Science)
Justin M Berberich (Agricultural Sciences)
Stephen D Berg (Engineering)
Jarod Bergamini (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Grant L Berger (Engineering)
Reese B Berger (Science)
Samuel K Berghoefer (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Noah Berman (Education & Human Services)
Joseph L Bernard (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Zachary Berndt (Liberal Arts)
Rebecca M Bernier (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alicia N Berogan (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kyle D Berquist (Engineering)
Coltan J Berresford (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Damian L Berry (University College)
Malcom J Berry II (Education & Human Services)
Gillian M Besson (Education & Human Services)
Natalie A Bethers (Education & Human Services)
Alexandra R Beumers (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Madison Bevirt (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaitlyn N Bevis (Business)
Christian T Blakes (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brooks K Bickart (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Thomas W Bickel (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jessica K Biel (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Taryn E Bieler (Agricultural Sciences)
Elizabeth Y Biernacki (Education & Human Services)
Abigail M Biggs (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Samuel A Biggs (Engineering)
Callie S Bigham (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Grant R Bigham (Agricultural Sciences)
Scott W Binger Jr (Science)
Jocelyn K Biondo (Business)
Devon J Birch (Agricultural Sciences)
Samuel E Birch (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Allison M Bires (Engineering)
Ava J Bjornson (Education & Human Services)
Jan P Blachut (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Daniel J Black (Liberal Arts)
Jerle J Black (Education & Human Services)
Declan P Blackburn (Liberal Arts)
Brittany L Blackman (Education & Human Services)
Emma M Blackwell (Science)
Amelia A Blakely (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Matthew G Blalock (Agricultural Sciences)
Hailey P Blanchard (Liberal Arts)
Alissa M Blanco (Education & Human Services)
Elizabeth C Bland (Agricultural Sciences)
Kirsty E Bland  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Riley M Blandford  (Agricultural Sciences)
Maria G Blasdell  (Business)
Nicholas B Blasey  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Robert E Blaydes  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cole A Blazier  (Science)
Dacoda L Blockley  (Engineering)
Sterling E Blonigen  (Liberal Arts)
Hope D Bluhm  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Audrey Blunt  (Liberal Arts)
Jason G Bock Jr  (Education & Human Services)
Rebecca A Bode  (Education & Human Services)
Meadow E Boden  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zachary G Boehl  (Engineering)
Jacob T Boehme  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Daniel J Boehmert  (Education & Human Services)
Maris L Boeijens  (Education & Human Services)
Teresa M Boerma  (Science)
Allyssa N Boerngen  (Agricultural Sciences)
Addison M Bogard  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Stephen J Bogner  (Liberal Arts)
Daniel Boin  (Liberal Arts)
Lucas R Boles  (Business)
Jacob A Bolton  (Agricultural Sciences)
Joshua L Bommeije  (Science)
Gabriel D Bonansinga  (Science)
Nicole M Bond  (Science)
Brock A Bonin  (Science)
Grant M Booth  (Science)
Sarah K Booth  (Agricultural Sciences)
Seth V Boothe  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Reese D Borlin  (Agricultural Sciences)
Emily M Born  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hannah O Borowitz  (Liberal Arts)
Jake G Boryszewski  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
LaDeeja F Boulden  (Education & Human Services)
William J Bouse  (Business)
Chad M Bovalina  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Maggie T Bowden  (Education & Human Services)
Alyssa N Bowen  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Dakota L Bowen  (Liberal Arts)
Philip A Bowen  (Business)
Jacob R Bowers  (Science)
Scott W Bowers  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hadley L Bowles  (Liberal Arts)
Chance K Bowman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nathan A Boyd  (Science)
Tamya K Boyd  (Education & Human Services)
Kailyn K Boydston  (Education & Human Services)
Tianna D Boyland  (Liberal Arts)
Dylan P Boyle-Levy  (Engineering)
Brianna A Bracy  (Liberal Arts)
Courtney J Bradac  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Morgan N Braden  (Business)
Courtney M Bradshaw  (Liberal Arts)
Kota Bradshaw  (Liberal Arts)
Brooke A Braman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jackson S Brandhorst  (Education & Human Services)
Emma T Braning  (Liberal Arts)
Beau J Branyan  (Agricultural Sciences)
Lelon W Brasseale  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kayla L Bray  (Education & Human Services)
Emma D Brazzau  (Liberal Arts)
Jordan M Brazinski  (Agricultural Sciences)
Elizabeth P Brechtel  (Liberal Arts)
Anthony A Breidigan  (Engineering)
Matthew F Brenneisen  (University College)
Timothy Brenneisen  (Education & Human Services)
Megan M Breslin  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Toni L Bresnahan  (Education & Human Services)
Christopher D Bretscher  (Science)
Ashton Brewer  (Engineering)
Benjamin K Brickett  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Drew O Brittin  (Science)
Jamie L Brock  (Agricultural Sciences)
Abigail E Brockmeyer  (Business)
Tori C Brokering  (Business)
Alexis C Brooks  (Education & Human Services)
Christian D Brooks  (Liberal Arts)
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Joseph Brooks (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Colin J Brouillard (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alec J Brown (Liberal Arts)
Braylyn R Brown (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Chelsea Brown (Education & Human Services)
Daniel Brown (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Demons L Brown (Business)
Derrick Brown (Education & Human Services)
Ethan R Brown (Education & Human Services)
Grace B Brown (Liberal Arts)
Hannah E Brown (Education & Human Services)
Jack D Brown (Education & Human Services)
Jacob R Brown (Engineering)
James M Brown (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Josephine J Brown (Education & Human Services)
Kenthina M Brown (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Marshall D Brown (Liberal Arts)
Megan K Brown (Business)
Mitchell J Brown (Liberal Arts)
Morgan E Brown (Science)
Trenton G Brown (Business)
Austin J Brown (Liberal Arts)
Rayanna L Brozak (Liberal Arts)
Conner A Bruckner (Business)
Sebastian M Brudz (Engineering)
Taylor J Brumley (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kathryn Brune (Agricultural Sciences)
Jordan A Brunner (Education & Human Services)
Ethan M Bruns (Science)
Ryan A Bruns (Education & Human Services)
Cassidy L Brunson (Science)
Kristen K Brush (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Lauren M Bruski (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexander T Bryant (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Christopher C Bryant (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Noah D Bryant (Liberal Arts)
Casey J Buchanan (Science)
Paul T Buckett (Liberal Arts)
Henry T Buckey (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Taje Buckingham (Liberal Arts)
Ian K Buckles (Liberal Arts)
Jessica R Buckley (Science)
Matthew J Budnicki (Engineering)
Alec R Budnik (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hope A Budny Clymer (Engineering)
Alan J Budz (Engineering)
Brett M Buehler (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brooke D Buerck (Liberal Arts)
Nguyen N Bui (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily N Buikema (Liberal Arts)
Mikolos Buila (Liberal Arts)
Jordyn S Bullar (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rose S Bundy (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Adam Bunnell (Liberal Arts)
Allison C Burch (Education & Human Services)
Camryn D Burgess (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicolas A Burgess (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael F Burke Jr (Agricultural Sciences)
Francesca C Burkett (Science)
Jack B Burkett (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Clara M Burklow (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zachery J Burks (Engineering)
Morgan T Burmeister (Science)
Garrett J Burns (Liberal Arts)
Randi J Burns (Liberal Arts)
Jada S Burr (Education & Human Services)
Carson L Burns (Education & Human Services)
Rachel E Burroughs (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Megan Busch (Education & Human Services)
Nicholaus J Bush (Education & Human Services)
Mikenzi D Bushue (Liberal Arts)
Joshua S Buss (Science)
Amy D Butler (Education & Human Services)
Cheyenne M Butler (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Devin A Butler (Education & Human Services)
Ryan M Buttrum (Education & Human Services)
Grayson J Buza (Education & Human Services)
Alexander Buzinski (Science)
Morgan B Byars (Business)
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Riley D Byford (Business)
Tyler J Byland (Education & Human Services)
River D Byrnes (Liberal Arts)
James M Cabahug (Engineering)
Sarah A Cada (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacques Cadet III (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rachel Cadet (Liberal Arts)
Danielle P Cafin (Agricultural Sciences)
Bradley M Cagle (Business)
Veronica I Cahill (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alice B Cai (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mikayla D Cain (Liberal Arts)
Damon M Caler (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ian S Calhoun (Education & Human Services)
Brett A Callarman (Business)
Blaine A Calloni (Science)
Isabel I Camacho (Engineering)
Cole R Cameron (Engineering)
Kailey J Cameron (Business)
Alana R Campbell (Science)
Brittany N Campbell (Education & Human Services)
Curtis D Campbell (Agricultural Sciences)
Forget Campbell (Liberal Arts)
Amber K Canby (Liberal Arts)
Timothy D Cannella (Business)
Joshua Cannon (Liberal Arts)
Emily A Cantacessi (Education & Human Services)
Devon A Cantrell (Engineering)
Natalie R Carajohn (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joseph S Caravello (Business)
Thomas J Caravello (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Blake I Cardwell (Engineering)
Erin M Carey (Education & Human Services)
Charlie A Carlisle (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Victoria A Carlock (Education & Human Services)
Nicolette G Carlson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Justin S Carlson-Gaimari (Business)
Matthew L Carnes (Science)
Kenneth A Carrier (Engineering)
Christopher K Carrigan (Education & Human Services)
Megan R Carson (Liberal Arts)
Adrianna Carter (Agricultural Sciences)
Caylie R Carter (Liberal Arts)
Madeline B Carter (Education & Human Services)
Daneesha Carthell (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Laura J Carver (Liberal Arts)
McKinley C Carver (Education & Human Services)
Moises Casas (Engineering)
Julian Castillo (University College)
Lauren S Castillo (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Julia E Castle (Liberal Arts)
Gabriel A Castro (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jaci P Cecil (Education & Human Services)
Mariana Celis (Education & Human Services)
Christian Center (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Adam Cernek (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Juliza P Cervantes (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Andrew L Cespedes (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rishabh R Chalam (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Katelyn E Chambless (Science)
Kayla M Chanman (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Miles B Chandler (Science)
Tyler J Chapin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emma C Chapman (Liberal Arts)
John R Chapman (Engineering)
Constantine D Charalab (Education & Human Services)
Laina O Chatmon (Liberal Arts)
Elsia T Chavez (Science)
Martin Chavez (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael Cheak (Engineering)
Vincent Chelini (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alisa Chen (Liberal Arts)
Jiali Chen (Liberal Arts)
Ruoyu Cheng (Business)
Yunfei Cheng (Business)
Danae N Cherry (Liberal Arts)
Grant E Cherry (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rosa K Chevalier (Liberal Arts)
Skyler A Chiavario (Science)
Jessica L Childers (Education & Human Services)
Samuel J Childers (Business)
Nick Childs (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob L Chisausky (Science)
Andrew Chiusano (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Samuel J Chivas (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Spencer L Chlebowski (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew R Chmielewski (Engineering)
Payton J Choate (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Adrianna R Chorney (Liberal Arts)
David E Chrest (Liberal Arts)
Michael L Church (Engineering)
Caroline E Chwalisz (Business)
Julia R Cicero (Liberal Arts)
Zachary A Cielenski (Business)
Lani J Cieszynski (Agricultural Sciences)
Katie M Cime (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Veronica I Cinquegrani (Education & Human Services)
Allisha M Clark (Agricultural Sciences)
Blake A Clark (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carlee J Clark (University College)
Christian J Clark (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Delise L Clark (Liberal Arts)
Hunter A Clark (Science)
Kendall M Clark (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael V Clarke (Liberal Arts)
Darrie D Clayton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Thomas C Cleaton (Business)
Ce Ce C Clemons (Education & Human Services)
Cheria D Clemmons-Lane (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth T Clendenin (Business)
Lucas B Clough (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Savannah Coady (Liberal Arts)
Jade L Cochran (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jackson M Coker (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brandon C Colaianni (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kasey M Colbert (Education & Human Services)
Reese Cole (Agricultural Sciences)
Roman T Cole (Business)
Timothy E Cole (Business)
Dean E Colias (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kenneth T Collier (Liberal Arts)
Rylee J Collier (Engineering)
Breanna M Collins (Business)
Kaylee R Collins (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lindsey T Collins (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Angela M Combs (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Branson C Combs (Education & Human Services)
Hannah E Conley II (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Dawson D Compton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob M Compton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Thomas P Conley II (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kayleigh S Conlon (Education & Human Services)
Matthew C Connell (Engineering)
Lane F Conner (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sydney R Connolley (Education & Human Services)
Anna M Connolly (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Daniel J Connolly (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Ethan R Connor (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Logan Z Connors (Agricultural Sciences)
Collin Conway (Business)
Aaron E Cook (Education & Human Services)
Gavin M Cook (Business)
Sydney N Cook (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Danielle E Cookson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily R Cooper (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Kayla A Cooper (Liberal Arts)
Marcel J Cooper (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tomas A Copher (Science)
Samantha R Corcoran (Liberal Arts)
Robyn Cornelissen (Education & Human Services)
Elena R Cornelius (Education & Human Services)
Adam B Corner (Education & Human Services)
Codie A Cornett (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Dylan R Cornwell (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Valerie M Correa (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Diego Cortes (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joshua S Cortez (Education & Human Services)
Tomas D Cortez (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
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Van H Cortez (Education & Human Services)
Kevin L Cortopassi (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tanner A Corum (Business)
Michael Costa (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chad E Costello (Business)
Samantha K Cote (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tristan Coulter (Education & Human Services)
Austin B Courtney (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sidney S Courtney (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Grace H Covatto (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cade M Covert (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Christian M Covert (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mackenzie B Cowgill (Liberal Arts)
Dwight J Cox (Liberal Arts)
Kallie E Cox (Liberal Arts)
Sean M Cox (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Christopher L Cracraft (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Andrea N Craddock (Education & Human Services)
Hannah F Craft (Education & Human Services)
Liv N Craig (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Teresa L Craig (Business)
Nicholas J Crane (Education & Human Services)
Madeleine L Cravens (Business)
A'jule Crawford (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sean M Crawford (Engineering)
Esther D Creamer (Education & Human Services)
Henry D Creamer (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hayley C Creath (Science)
Kathryn J Creedon (Liberal Arts)
Michael L Crews Jr (Business)
James D Croft (Engineering)
Saquadrea Crosby (Education & Human Services)
Hannah N Cross (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carolyn Crosswhite (Education & Human Services)
Amanda L Crowe (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Justin I Crowe (University College)
Mirabela Cruson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sydney J Cruz (Education & Human Services)
Micheal D Cudemo (Business)
Emily Culbreth (Education & Human Services)
Cameron A Cummings (Agricultural Sciences)
Matthew T Cundiff (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Madison L Cunningham (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Natalie M Curley (Liberal Arts)
Franklin T Curtis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Margaret A Curtis (Education & Human Services)
Natalie Curtis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Demi D Cushman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jakob G Cushman (Engineering)
Xante Cutroni (Liberal Arts)
Katherine E Czarny (Agricultural Sciences)
Mariela S D'Alessandro (Liberal Arts)
Andrea M Dail (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chelsea K Dallas (Liberal Arts)
Bianca Dalton (Liberal Arts)
Eddine F Dalton Jr (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jordan M Daly (Science)
Sean M Daly (Business)
Alec M Damron (Science)
Dusty Damron (Liberal Arts)
Mariah A Danford (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Halie D Daniel (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tiana C Daniels (Science)
Trinity R Daniels (University College)
Matthew R Danielson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaitlyn E Danley (Education & Human Services)
Natalie L Dant (Science)
Kyala L Darby (Business)
Giona P Darenkamp (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Clara Darling (Science)
Gavin R Darnell (Liberal Arts)
Hannah M Dascotte (Engineering)
Jack E Datus (Education & Human Services)
Adam W Daugherty (Business)
Connor R Davey (Science)
Daniel Davidson (Science)
Amanda L Davis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Andrew H Davis (Science)
Austin A Davis (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Hannah E Davis (University College)
Jazmyn N Davis (Education & Human Services)
Logan T Davis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lucas E Davis (Business)
Maverick M Davis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nikki B Davis (Liberal Arts)
Reece T Davis (Agricultural Sciences)
Renee A Davis (Science)
Rory M Davis (Business)
Ryan W Davis (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Shawn F Davis (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Stephanie D Davis (Education & Human Services)
TraDeidra D Davis (Liberal Arts)
Gabrielle R Davison (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Elaine K Day (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ryki N Daymon (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sophia R De Hoyos (Education & Human Services)
Jelle J De Jong (Liberal Arts)
Mariah A Dean (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Courtney M Deaton-Haseker (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nathan D Deatrick (Agricultural Sciences)
Alec J DeBoer (Agricultural Sciences)
Bradley J Decker (Agricultural Sciences)
Martha E Deetz (Education & Human Services)
Jerald D Dehne (Liberal Arts)
Samantha S DeJulio (Liberal Arts)
Jason Delahoya (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Peter R Delamater (Liberal Arts)
Dana A Delaurentis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joseph D Deloian (Agricultural Sciences)
Sekou Dembele (Business)
Toby Demidzic (Liberal Arts)
Nathan C Dempsey-Kotowski (Education & Human Services)
Spencer R Dennison (Education & Human Services)
Ariel D Denton (Liberal Arts)
Aubree N DePron (Education & Human Services)
Carter W Deuel (Science)
Scott J Deutsch (Liberal Arts)
Johnathan R Dew (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jacob E DeWitt (Liberal Arts)
Andrea M DeYong (Agricultural Sciences)
Trevan J Dhom (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nathan G Diazleal (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mackenzie M Dicharia (Education & Human Services)
Jackson Dickinson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brennan E Diedrich (Liberal Arts)
Erik Diedrich (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Erin N Diemer (Science)
Brooke M DiGiacomo (Liberal Arts)
Kathryn R Dilallo (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Allison N Dillman (Education & Human Services)
Andrew C Dillman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicholas Dinoffia (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mario R DiNovo (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sarah J Dintelmann (Agricultural Sciences)
Patrick J Dirks (Business)
Michael E Dishman (Business)
Cally I Diss (Agricultural Sciences)
Elijah J Diss (Agricultural Sciences)
Ethan M Dittmer (Science)
Joseph H Dittmer (Science)
Connor P Dixon-Ely (Business)
Sydney J Dix (Science)
Jalisa R Dixon (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kyle A Dixon (Education & Human Services)
Conor P Dixon-Ely (Liberal Arts)
Lauren T Doan (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Travis Dobrey (Education & Human Services)
Kaitlyn A Dodson (Liberal Arts)
Andrew J Doedtman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Grace O Doedtman (Liberal Arts)
Lucas N Doiron (Engineering)
Riley J Dolan (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Prescott A Doll (Liberal Arts)
MacKenzi Dollins (Business)
Isabella N Dollus (Agricultural Sciences)
Jacob M Dolph (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Marcus D Domask   (Business)
Cameron M Dominguez   (University College)
Mari Luz Dominguez   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brad Domike   (Engineering)
Michaella D Donnel   (Liberal Arts)
Olivia S Donnel   (Liberal Arts)
Elaine E Donovan   (Education & Human Services)
Taylor D Donovan   (Education & Human Services)
Jessica A Donvito   (Agricultural Sciences)
Michael E Doocy   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Erin L Doremus   (Business)
Sarah A Doris   (Science)
Meghan E Dorman   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carson A Doty   (Science)
James Douglas   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kimberly D Douglas   (Liberal Arts)
Blaine M Downs   (University College)
Emma N Drager   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Khloe R Drahos   (Science)
Jasiah M Draper   (Education & Human Services)
Katelyn J Draves   (Liberal Arts)
Jason A Drexler   (Engineering)
Amanda S Dreyer   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cara N Driskell   (Agricultural Sciences)
Tylan P Driver   (University College)
Meadow R Drollinger   (Liberal Arts)
Aiste Drukteinyte   (Education & Human Services)
Lexi Dryier   (Education & Human Services)
John L Duax   (Agricultural Sciences)
Kaitlin M DuCharme   (Science)
Elizabeth A Dudeck   (Liberal Arts)
Carson T Duerr   (Education & Human Services)
Cole N Dugan   (Liberal Arts)
Michael J Dugger   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Julia E Duke   (Liberal Arts)
Mason Dulakis   (Science)
Megan E Dunker   (Liberal Arts)
LaTanya M Dunlap   (Liberal Arts)
Cody Â Dunn   (Agricultural Sciences)
Erin R Dunn   (Liberal Arts)
Rachel E Dunn   (Science)
Ashley N Dunning   (Education & Human Services)
William J Dunning   (Liberal Arts)
Cristobal Duran   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
James T Durbin   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Grace K Durocher   (Science)
Jacob A Dust   (Agricultural Sciences)
Kevin B Dwyer   (Engineering)
Gregory Dziubek   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rebecca D Eagleson   (Engineering)
Courtney B East   (University College)
Alizbeth Eaton   (Education & Human Services)
David A Eaton   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily S Echavarria   (Liberal Arts)
Minosa A Echols   (Mass Communication & Media Arts)
Arnold J Eckart Jr   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Austin T Econic   (Liberal Arts)
Dane A Edgington Sisco   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Shanna Edgington   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew J Edmier   (Mass Communication & Media Arts)
Elizabeth G Edmondson   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bailey A Edwards   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily Edwards   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Gavin C Edwards   (Agricultural Sciences)
Grace A Edwards   (Liberal Arts)
Max A Edwards   (Agricultural Sciences)
Mayci K Edwards   (Education & Human Services)
Mikayla L Edwards   (Science)
Nathan Edwards   (Liberal Arts)
Sadie L Edwards   (Science)
Tyler T Edwards   (Liberal Arts)
Ashlyn G Egge   (Mass Communication & Media Arts)
Sydney E Eggers   (Education & Human Services)
Cameron M Egler   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mousa M Eid   (Engineering)
Zakrie J Eidson   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Connor M Eigleberger   (Engineering)
Dakota A Elam   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael W Elbert   (Education & Human Services)
Yousef W Elhalees  (Science)
Kimberly A Elko   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Wendy M Elliott   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Taqusha D Ellis   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jeremiah S Ellison   (Liberal Arts)
Katherine L Elvery   (Education & Human Services)
Fiona N Ely   (Science)
Katherine S Embry   (Education & Human Services)
Deborah Emerson   (Liberal Arts)
Karlie M Emery   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joshua J Emmanuel   (Engineering)
Justin W Endsley   (Education & Human Services)
Madison Engelbarts   (Agricultural Sciences)
Olivia A Englert   (Agricultural Sciences)
Hailey M Engstrom   (Liberal Arts)
Cari L Enloe   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Faith A Enrietto   (Education & Human Services)
Emma G Ensign   (Agricultural Sciences)
Hannah C Epplin   (Education & Human Services)
Christian G Epps   (Business)
Andrew L Erickson   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Keli A Erickson   (Engineering)
Nathan Erman   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hannah L Erpenbach  (Business)
Kayleigh A Ervin   (Liberal Arts)
Elissa R Escue   (Education & Human Services)
Asia L Ester   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Trevella O Ester   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brandt D Etheridge   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carly R Etter   (Agricultural Sciences)
Nicholas S Etter   (Science)
Bayley K Eubanks   (Education & Human Services)
Alexander W Evans   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chase M Evans   (Business)
Darryl Evans   (University College)
Dorothy G Evans  (Liberal Arts)
Elijah J Evans   (Business)
Jakob Evans   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jordan J Evans   (Business)
Mackenzie A Evans   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Vanessa Evanson   (Business)
Sandra K Eversole   (Education & Human Services)
Casey Evitts   (Science)
Genesis Ewell   (Education & Human Services)
Robert A Ewers   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rachel A Ewing   (Education & Human Services)
Bailey C Faber   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jonathan Fabsits   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaylee Faloglia   (Science)
Mitchell C Fairfield   (Business)
Dulce M Fajardo   (Education & Human Services)
Alyssa A Fallon   (University College)
Cassi N Fallucca   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Natalie Faltenberg   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Vincent T Falzone   (Education & Human Services)
Douglas J Fancher   (Agricultural Sciences)
Franklin R Fanelli   (Science)
Jacob T Fanis   (Science)
Paige M Fanning   (Liberal Arts)
Matthew J Farbo   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carissa A Farley   (University College)
Noah C Farmer   (Science)
Noah T Farmer   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Shelby L Farmer   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Oluwatimileye A Fasanya   (Education & Human Services)
Hayden M Fasig   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Lauren A Feagans   (Science)
Liberty R Felix   (Liberal Arts)
Shaun Felix-Tuuu   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mark S Fenske   (Agricultural Sciences)
Nelson A Fernandes Jr   (Engineering)
Matt Aris G Fernandez   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Victor M Fernandez Jr   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Marlana J Ferrari   (Engineering)
Jeremy D Ferrell   (Liberal Arts)
Claire M Fettig   (Science)
Ellee L Fillmore   (Education & Human Services)
Andrew D Finer   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Madison Fink   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abigail M Fino  (Agricultural Sciences)
Joseph O Fiorino-Matthews  (Science)
Amanda K Fiscus  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Caleb D Fishback  (Education & Human Services)
Colton G Flak  (Science)
Elizabeth A Flath  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Charles P Fleming  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Samuel J Flessner  (Engineering)
David J Fletcher  (Business)
Robert P Fletcher III  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Todd Fletcher  (Engineering)
Christopher G Flood  (Agricultural Sciences)
Kendra A Flood  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Isaac L Flores  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Raul D Flores  (Science)
Landon C Florkowski  (Engineering)
Ranyah M Flowers  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Randal J Foglietta  (Engineering)
Caroline G Folds  (Liberal Arts)
Connor J Fowell  (Science)
Kylie P Fowell  (Liberal Arts)
Taylor J Foltz  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Reagan M Forbes  (Liberal Arts)
Sierra Forbord  (Liberal Arts)
Nicolas J Forcade-Perkins  (Engineering)
Claudia G Ford  (Liberal Arts)
Pete T Ford  (Agricultural Sciences)
Kaitlyn L Foreman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kate L Forer  (Liberal Arts)
Allison C Forsberg  (Liberal Arts)
Matteson C Fosdick  (Business)
Michael T Fossali  (Liberal Arts)
Candie L Foster  (Education & Human Services)
Jeffery Foster  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Marcus A Foster  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ameera S Fowler  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Luke A Fox  (Agricultural Sciences)
McKena J Fox  (Business)
Ronald J Fraider Jr  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Catherine A Franch  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Calvin T Francis Jr  (Business)
Georgina L Franco  (University College)
Louis J Francuz  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nathan D Frank  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abigail R Frankel  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jakob N Franklin  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Julie A Frederickson  (University College)
Kacie L Freeman  (Education & Human Services)
Allyson J French  (Business)
Hannah M Frisch  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Lauren M Frisch  (Agricultural Sciences)
Elizabeth E Fritsche  (Education & Human Services)
Shelby A Froeschl  (Agricultural Sciences)
Julia E Fruend  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Amanda M Fry  (Education & Human Services)
Monika Fudala  (Liberal Arts)
Bailey M Fuerback  (Education & Human Services)
Shelby S Fugate  (Education & Human Services)
Addison M Fugitt  (Education & Human Services)
Murray A Fulk  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sean M Fuller  (Liberal Arts)
Cassandra J Fundis  (Agricultural Sciences)
Raleigh E Funk  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Lisa A Funkhouser  (Education & Human Services)
Zeveyon M Furcron  (Education & Human Services)
Amber L Futch  (Liberal Arts)
Haley S Gaertner  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Matthew C Gagnon  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hannah K Gahagan  (Science)
Alexander W Gaines  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily E Gallagher  (Liberal Arts)
Thomas E Gallahue  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tyler C Gallant  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brittany J Galloway  (Education & Human Services)
Jaylen J Galloway  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zineb Galuia  (Science)
Matilda V Gamble  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kerrigan E Gamm  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bianca N Gangale  (Liberal Arts)
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Eric Gangloff  (Engineering)
Madelynn Ganz   (Science)
Andrew G Garab  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Daniel Garcia Eustaquito  (Engineering)
Maria F Garcia Yanez  (Liberal Arts)
Anthony Garcia II  (Education & Human Services)
Isabel Garcia  (Agricultural Sciences)
Jaime Garcia  (Education & Human Services)
Jaren Garcia  (Engineering)
Nivardo Garcia  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Yianet Garcia   (Education & Human Services)
Kirsten L Gard   (Liberal Arts)
Ceejae M Gardiner  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Taylor A Garee  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob E Garland  (University College)
Charlie Garretts  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sarah E Garretts  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ian J Garrett  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob A Garrett  (Business)
Luke S Garver  (Education & Human Services)
Erica L Gary  (Business)
Alyssa M Garza  (Education & Human Services)
Devon L Gaston  (Education & Human Services)
Michael A Gathright  (Education & Human Services)
Michael C Gay  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Marius Gedvila  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hannah N Gentry  (Agricultural Sciences)
Gerry A Geoppo Jr  (Science)
Breanna N George  (Education & Human Services)
Destiny A George  (Education & Human Services)
Kaelie J Germain  (Liberal Arts)
Joi J Gest  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ahamd W Ghaban  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jessica E Giacobbi  (Business)
Brittney N Gibbens  (Business)
Brandon L Gibbs  (Education & Human Services)
Kevin G Gibbs  (Engineering)
Jaira M Gibson  (Education & Human Services)
Zach Q Gibson  (University College)
Lucas R Giebling  (Education & Human Services)
Myah M Gifford  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ethan C Gilbert  (Business)
Eli J Gile  (Agricultural Sciences)
Brandon M Gill  (Science)
Justin L Gill  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tyler D Gilliam  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Logan Gillispie  (Business)
Mary C Gilsenan  (Liberal Arts)
Bradley R Ginther  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bria N Gipson  (Science)
Christian J Gipson  (Science)
Eden Girloanta  (Business)
Jaimie Girndt  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chloe B Given  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Faith M Glancy  (Agricultural Sciences)
Bryce A Glasco  (Education & Human Services)
Kyllah R Glass  (Education & Human Services)
Audrea M Glasser  (Education & Human Services)
Gary P Glenewinkel III  (Liberal Arts)
Abigail A Glowark  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jordan I Goben  (Engineering)
Kendell Y Godina  (Liberal Arts)
Uriel Godinez  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Catherine M Goetsch  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaitlyn R Goetsch  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mitchell A Goetten  (Engineering)
Benton D Goff  (Liberal Arts)
Todd A Goforth  (Education & Human Services)
Haley R Goggins  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Raeghan T Goins  (Education & Human Services)
Regan E Goldasich  (Business)
Justin Goldsby  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tayler A Goldtrap  (Agricultural Sciences)
Tiara K Golpin  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Andrea R Gonterman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Clarice F Gonzales  (Science)
Cydney A Goodrum  (Education & Human Services)
Lydia G Goodson  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
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Ciarrah J Gordon (Liberal Arts)
Grant P Gordon (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Spencer C Gordon (Agricultural Sciences)
Trinity A Gore (Liberal Arts)
Jason C Gorecki (Engineering)
Qing Gorham (Business)
Arianna P Goss (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Clayton A Gossett (Education & Human Services)
Savanna R Gottschalk (Education & Human Services)
Rachel B Gould (Liberal Arts)
Paige M Gower Sr (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Justin M Grady (Engineering)
Matthew J Graessel (Science)
Stephanie L Graham (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Storm A Grammer (Liberal Arts)
Magdalena Granados (Liberal Arts)
Chad Grant (Education & Human Services)
Jeremy Grant (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kylie Grant (Liberal Arts)
Stephen C Grant (Science)
Sydney D Grassly (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Molly C Grasz (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Vincent Graves (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Aaron M Gray (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Katherine C Gray (University College)
Katherine E Gray (Education & Human Services)
Nicole B Gray (Business)
Taylor L Gray (Education & Human Services)
Desiree J Greeley (Education & Human Services)
Alex M Green (Science)
Alexandra K Green (Education & Human Services)
Diamoneek S Green (Liberal Arts)
Jacob G Green (Education & Human Services)
Noah A Green (Engineering)
Brittany A Greenwood (Liberal Arts)
George H Gregg (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Levi S Gregge (Engineering)
Katelyn M Gregory (Liberal Arts)
Alex L Grenhoff (Applied Sciences & Arts)
David D Grenia (Education & Human Services)
Anthony S Grey (Education & Human Services)
Randall J Gniider (Liberal Arts)
Kyle A Griffey (Education & Human Services)
Morgan A Griffith (Education & Human Services)
Tyler J Grigsby (Agricultural Sciences)
Aaron T Grimm (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Alivia G Grissom (Education & Human Services)
Liesl A Groninger (Liberal Arts)
David M Grove (Engineering)
Michael A Grudt (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Daniel Gruzewski (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carras Q Grygiel (Science)
Jessica H Grygus (Science)
Nicolai C Gualdoni (Agricultural Sciences)
Alice Guan (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Brittani N Guerra (Liberal Arts)
Jeffrey Guerrero (Engineering)
Bryce X Gullidge (Agricultural Sciences)
James D Gunn Jr (University College)
Majesty C Gunn (Education & Human Services)
Rachel A Gunn (Education & Human Services)
Christian Gunter (Education & Human Services)
Han Wen Guo (Science)
Cora L Gurrieri (Education & Human Services)
Noah J Gusewelle (Engineering)
Melanie S Gustaf (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew W Gustafson (Agricultural Sciences)
Evan M Gustus (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexander R Gutermuth (Liberal Arts)
Jennifer Gutierrez (Education & Human Services)
LaDerek Guyton (Liberal Arts)
Gabrielle D Guzick (Business)
Ricardo A Guzman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Amanda M Haaland (Liberal Arts)
Audrey A Haar (Liberal Arts)
Tanner Haar (Engineering)
Lexi N Hacker (Education & Human Services)
Chandler R Hady (Agricultural Sciences)
Sarah M Hagen (Science)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tobias C Hagen</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine E Haggard</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meg M Haggard</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen N Haines</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anwar M Haj</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria F Hajiharis</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamas Hajtman</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik R Halberg</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace E Hale</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail I Hall</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A Hall</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn L Hall</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly M Hall</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J Hall</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nekya Hall</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah M Hallaron</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb M Hallock</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn G Ham</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily F Hamburger</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey S Hamilton</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell J Hamilton</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiana M Hamilton</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald A Hamlin</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayana L Hammersley</td>
<td>Mass Comm. &amp; Media Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastacia E Hanauer</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah N Handrock</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zach O Hanel</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas D Hanke</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy T Hanley</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan I Hansen</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Hansen</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryland M Hanson</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel M Hardin</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer A Hargrave</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darryl P Harlan II</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob D Harlan</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin A Harman</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamaria M Harmon</td>
<td>University College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna L Harness</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela L Harper</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elon Harper</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor S Harper</td>
<td>Mass Comm. &amp; Media Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylee A Harr</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler D Harrell</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatyana S Harriel</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenay L Harrington</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Harris</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ally E Harris</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy N Harris</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent D Harris</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal L Harris</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathon T Harris</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinsey L Harris</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison B Harrison</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley J Harrison</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce W Harrison</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKensie N Harrison</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven E Harrison</td>
<td>Mass Comm. &amp; Media Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis D Hart</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander D Hartke</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam J Hartman</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke R Hartman</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiara G Hartmann</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce A Harvel</td>
<td>Mass Comm. &amp; Media Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael E Hasler</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney E Hassfurther</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cain S Hassim</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theo J Hassim</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas D Hatton</td>
<td>Agricultural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor J Hauck</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Haukapp</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark J Hauser</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle N Hawk</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ja'Maya G Hawkins</td>
<td>Mass Comm. &amp; Media Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah J Hawks</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keasha Hawthorne</td>
<td>Education &amp; Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Hayanhirva</td>
<td>Applied Sciences &amp; Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna M Hayes</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles W Hayner III</td>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As of 06/12/2020
Tori A Haynes McNary (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Haynes Jr (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joshua M Haynes (Education & Human Services)
Morgan C Hazen (Agricultural Sciences)
Samuel Hazo (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Allena M Healy (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ryan J Hebel (Agricultural Sciences)
Madison M Hebert (Science)
Nancy J Heckenkamp (Education & Human Services)
Shayla M Heery (Liberal Arts)
Daniel A Heilbron Jr (Liberal Arts)
Emily A Hein (Agricultural Sciences)
Emily R Heine (Education & Human Services)
Micaela Heine (Education & Human Services)
Madelyn J Heinecke (Agricultural Sciences)
Payton D Heinold (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Katherine K Held (Business)
Megan M Held (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zachary L Heldbrandt (Agricultural Sciences)
Kennedy A Helenthal (Liberal Arts)
Katie E Helme (Science)
Katyln J Helton (Science)
Alyssa Hemmerich (Agricultural Sciences)
Rodnisha S Henderson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Grace R Heneghan (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tori J Hennecke (Agricultural Sciences)
Alexandra H Hennessey (Science)
Imari D Henry (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob Henry (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Logan M Henry (Education & Human Services)
Elijah K Henson (Business)
Jonathan A Henson (Science)
Phillip R Herard (Business)
Victoria M Herb (Science)
Ryan J Herkert (Engineering)
Matthew A Herman (Agricultural Sciences)
Tanner E Herman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nathan J Hermetz (Engineering)
David A Hernandez (Science)
Jordan E Hernandez (Liberal Arts)
Jennifer Herpel (Agricultural Sciences)
Nala M Herrell (Liberal Arts)
Alondra Herrera (Liberal Arts)
Reese Herrin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Riley F Herron (Liberal Arts)
KC Jo M Hertter (Liberal Arts)
Marissa L Herzog (Education & Human Services)
Dallas Heselton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Aaron J Hetherington (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Eric Hettel (Engineering)
Henry P Heyman (Education & Human Services)
Abigail C Hickam (University College)
Keith A Hickenbottom (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Elyse R Hickey (Science)
Cheisey J Hickman (Agricultural Sciences)
Kathryn E Hicks (Education & Human Services)
Holly Higgenbotham (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Elizabeth L Higgs (Engineering)
Joseph R Hileman (Education & Human Services)
Chloe A Hill (Education & Human Services)
Jacob C Hill (Engineering)
Orion B Hill (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Amber N Hillard (Business)
Brandon D Hiller (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily E Hillis (Business)
Aida Himmiche (Science)
Stacey L Hindrichs (Business)
Taylor N Hinman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Falin J Hinshaw (Business)
Cassie G Hinton (Liberal Arts)
Dhruv Sureshbhai Hirpara (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Garrett J Hixenbaugh (Engineering)
Katie K Hnokovsky (Liberal Arts)
Secilia G Ho (Engineering)
Jenna T Hoarty (Education & Human Services)
Kimberly Hobbs (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zoe E Hocker (Education & Human Services)
Paige E Hocking (Science)
John T Hodges (Business)

As of 06/12/2020
Sarah A Hodges (Engineering)
Jacob M Hoefl (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Caleb E Hoffman (Liberal Arts)
Tyler P Hoffman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kai Hoffmann Dussome (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ashlyn M Hofmann (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tate W Hofmann (Liberal Arts)
Aedrea L Hogan (Education & Human Services)
Nicholas K Hogan (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Samuel J Hojnar (University College)
Christopher G Holbrook (Education & Human Services)
Robin L Holcomb (Liberal Arts)
Dakota M Holden (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Destiny R Holder (Applied Sciences & Arts)
H L Holdman (Agricultural Sciences)
Mathew M Holdman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Benjamin L Holland (Engineering)
Courtney M Holland (Liberal Arts)
Cie'Rra Hollins (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Macey J Hollister (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abrianna K Holloway (Science)
Marissa Holmes (Education & Human Services)
Ashley L Holshouser (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hannah L Holste (Liberal Arts)
Shasta R Holt (Education & Human Services)
Amber Holten (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kira J Holtscaw (Science)
Victoria C Holzner (Engineering)
Megan E Homann (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alyssa M Honey (Science)
Natalie J Honnold (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Grant Hooper (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michaela C Hoots (Liberal Arts)
Danylle L Hoover (Education & Human Services)
Elias P Hopkins (Business)
Emily A Hopkins (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jake Horio (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joseph R Horn (Engineering)
Kylie S Horstmann (Science)
Addison C Horton (Business)
Brandon D Horton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cameron M Horton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Katherine A Hosick (Liberal Arts)
Zaylin G Hoskins (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily A Hoskinson (Liberal Arts)
Haley R Hostetter (Engineering)
Taylor A Hotaling (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Haley Hough (Education & Human Services)
Clayton C Houghland (Engineering)
Dylan T Houghland (Engineering)
Vinisse T Hountondji (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Claudia R Houseman (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Skylar A Houseman-Eddings (Education & Human Services)
Thomas J Hoven (Liberal Arts)
Jacob A Howard (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jasmine L Howard (University College)
Lauren Howard (Liberal Arts)
Taylor L Howard (Education & Human Services)
Tiffany Howard (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Aaron S Howell (Liberal Arts)
Hannah R Howell (Education & Human Services)
Krysta A Howell (Education & Human Services)
Nicholas G Howell (Agricultural Sciences)
Brenna L Howerton (Education & Human Services)
Changchang Hu (Science)
Yilin Huang (Engineering)
Shavlynn M Hubbard (Education & Human Services)
Dakotah L Hubler (Liberal Arts)
Malissa Huddleston (University College)
Randal Hudspeth (Agricultural Sciences)
Quinn T Huebner (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexis M Hughes (Liberal Arts)
Anna M Hughes (Liberal Arts)
Destiny D Hughes (Liberal Arts)
Laneicea C Hughes (Liberal Arts)
Zachary J Hughley (Engineering)
Phynix C Huhn-Simmons (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Andrew R Hull (Agricultural Sciences)
Alexander J Humenik (Engineering)

As of 06/12/2020
Ashley E Hummel (Education & Human Services)
George L Hunt III (Liberal Arts)
Madison C Hunter (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Keegan M Hurley (Liberal Arts)
Stepan Humak (Business)
Madeleine O Hurt (Liberal Arts)
Christian W Hutchison (Science)
Matthew R Hyde (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ryan Hyland (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brandon W Icenogle (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Savannah L Idecker (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rebecca Idowu (Education & Human Services)
Kenechukwu C Ifezue (Liberal Arts)
Jordan N Ihler (Business)
Haley M Ing (Engineering)
Dorothy R Ingebrigtsen (Liberal Arts)
Loretta G Ingebrigtsen (Education & Human Services)
Matisen J Ingle (Education & Human Services)
Joseph T Iorio (Liberal Arts)
Daryah M Ireland (Business)
Rachael A Irvin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Grant D Isaacs (Agricultural Sciences)
Samuel S Isaacs (Liberal Arts)
Ian M Isely (Engineering)
Oluwalani L Isewon (Engineering)
Mya D Isler (Science)
Brandon S Isom (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Peggy Ittner (Liberal Arts)
James Ivens (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rodger P Ivy (Liberal Arts)
Alek Jablonski (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ariana I Jackson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ashlynn E Jackson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hunter D Jackson (Liberal Arts)
Kennethia A Jackson (Liberal Arts)
Michelle L Jackson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Steven Jackson (Liberal Arts)
Alexa L Jacobs (Agricultural Sciences)
Victoria L Jacobs (Education & Human Services)
Ashley N Jacobson (Science)
Ana Luiza V Jacome (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Joshua R Jager (Education & Human Services)
Tyler J Jahnke (Agricultural Sciences)
Flavio Jaimes (Engineering)
Yaser A Jalal (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brook K James (Science)
Elijah R James (Business)
Elizabeth A James (Agricultural Sciences)
Kenneth L James Jr (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Destini H James-Bryant (Engineering)
Andrew A Jamnik (Science)
Jacob L Janicki (Science)
Jennifer R Jansen (Education & Human Services)
Jack A Jarman (Engineering)
Stephanie A Jaros (Education & Human Services)
Aryssa Jassoy (Education & Human Services)
Patricia Jaworski (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Aubree M Jean (Liberal Arts)
Atticus R Jennings (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Kelsie M Jennings (Education & Human Services)
Savannah L Jennings (Education & Human Services)
Stephan Jeremic (Liberal Arts)
Gabrielle E Jeschke (Science)
Diane N Jett (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jiarong Ji (Business)
Jiaxin Ji (Business)
Isabella Y Jimenez (Agricultural Sciences)
Xiaoran Jin (Business)
Emely Joaquin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lilly J Joes (Agricultural Sciences)
Alexander C John (Business)
Richy John (Business)
Emma M Johns (Science)
Timothy J Johns (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Adam C Johnson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ashley Johnson (Agricultural Sciences)
Camden T Johnson (Liberal Arts)
Cheryl L Johnson (Education & Human Services)
Erin E Johnson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joshua R Johnson (Liberal Arts) 
Karli A Johnson (Education & Human Services) 
Luke Johnson (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Madison S Johnson (Business) 
Marquist S Johnson (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Michael J Johnson (Business) 
Mitchell J Johnson (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Naudia N Johnson (Mass Comm. & Media Arts) 
Nicolette L Johnson (Business) 
Radeja L Johnson (Education & Human Services) 
Ian Z Johnston (Liberal Arts) 
Alexis R Jones (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Dakoda A Jones (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Daniel Jones (Education & Human Services) 
Dashia D Jones (Education & Human Services) 
Destinee L Jones (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Hallie A Jones (Education & Human Services) 
Hannah S Jones (Education & Human Services) 
Jarrett R Jones (Liberal Arts) 
John E Jones (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Kenny R Jones (Engineering) 
Kyla E Jones (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Madison M Jones (Agricultural Sciences) 
Veronica A Jones (Liberal Arts) 
Zowie E Jones (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Abigail M Jordon (Science) 
Erik J Jorgenson (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Tyler Joseph (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Reed B Jostes (Agricultural Sciences) 
Elizabeth Jovanovic (Education & Human Services) 
Jacqueline E Juarez (Liberal Arts) 
Isaac A Jung (Engineering) 
Jason M Jurak (Engineering) 
Jessica C Jurak (Science) 
Matthew S Jurak (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Meghan M Jurak (Agricultural Sciences) 
Ryan P Jurich (Liberal Arts) 
Jacob E Jurinek (Mass Comm. & Media Arts) 
Mathew M Just (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Laurna K Kadela (Education & Human Services) 
Nicholas A Kadela (Agricultural Sciences) 
Lucas H Kaht (Agricultural Sciences) 
Jakob D Kaiser (Agricultural Sciences) 
Nicholas R Kaiser (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Ilan P Kalips (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Jill E Kalis (Education & Human Services) 
Cole A Kallenbach (Science) 
Michelle L Kampert (Agricultural Sciences) 
Connor M Kamradt (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Cloey Kantzioris (Liberal Arts) 
Angelina R Kapp (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Bryce L Kapp (Agricultural Sciences) 
Kirsten R Kraupin (Agricultural Sciences) 
Carly C Kasicki (Liberal Arts) 
Mitchell E Kaske (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Scott J Kasper (Engineering) 
Alexis M Kasperski (Liberal Arts) 
Marissa R Kasuba (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Erika L Katauskas (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Sharvath Kathi (Science) 
Ravneet Kaur (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Christopher S Kay (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Samantha M Kearney (Science) 
Jason M Keast (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Alison M Keating (Science) 
Kyle E Keck (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Jordan A Keepes (Education & Human Services) 
Olubukola E Kehinde (Science) 
Christy N Keim (Education & Human Services) 
Awa Keita (Education & Human Services) 
Morgan N Keith (Liberal Arts) 
Nia Keith (Engineering) 
Brady M Kelkhoff (Engineering) 
Abbigael M Kelleher (Applied Sciences & Arts) 
Michelle L Keller (Education & Human Services) 
Nick D Keller (Liberal Arts) 
William B Keller (Liberal Arts) 
Belle L Kelley (Education & Human Services) 
Brianna N Kelley (Education & Human Services)
Moses M Kelly (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rachel A Kelly (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Seth M Kelly (Science)
Tyson S Kelly (Business)
Amanda J Kelso (Education & Human Services)
Abigail G Kemp (Agricultural Sciences)
Kortni M Kemper (Science)
Shayne L Kempfer (Business)
Jennifer J Kendall (Education & Human Services)
Alexander Keoh (Liberal Arts)
Timothy D Keown Jr (Liberal Arts)
Hannah J Kephart (Education & Human Services)
Lauren M Kepley (Business)
Madeline M Kerckhove (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mitchell S Kerley (Education & Human Services)
Emily H Kern (Education & Human Services)
Theresa L Kerouac (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Charles T Kershaw (Science)
Austin M Kessler (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bailey R Kestner (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Haylee J Ketchum (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jenni M Key (Applied Sciences & Arts)
John C Keys (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Omar R Khader (Science)
Mehrood Khalili (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Avinash Khatri (Science)
Karam N Khdeem (Science)
Madison M Kic (Liberal Arts)
Anna K Kielich (Business)
Marissa R Kiely (Business)
Yohannes D Kifle (Business)
Daniel M Killins (Liberal Arts)
Matthew T Kim (Engineering)
Tae Il Kim (Agricultural Sciences)
Christian J Kimble (Business)
Deavian P Kimbrough (Education & Human Services)
 Alfred J Kinchen (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abigail A King (Liberal Arts)
Faith N King (Agricultural Sciences)
Nicholas B King (Agricultural Sciences)
Rhane V King (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Atlexus V King-Green (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mackenzie Kinkade (Science)
Ryan M Kinnard (Education & Human Services)
Keith Kinney (Science)
Breanna M Kirane (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Taylor V Kirkman (Liberal Arts)
Joel M Kisekini (Engineering)
Jonathan J Kish (Science)
Hope A Kitto (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bragard Kizenga (Liberal Arts)
Leah R Kleinman (Science)
Cedrick J Klein (Liberal Arts)
Lilian Klekner-Alt (Agricultural Sciences)
Jerome C Kline III (Education & Human Services)
Lucas W Kline (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily R Kling (Education & Human Services)
Kaitlyn M Kluge (Business)
Kevin R Kluge (Liberal Arts)
Nicholas B Knappenburger (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Heather R Knau (Agricultural Sciences)
Kaylee D Knerim (Business)
Anthony J Knighton II (Liberal Arts)
Krista-Fer C Knuckey (Agricultural Sciences)
Tyler M Knupp (Science)
Kyle J Kobl (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily A Koch (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tabitha E Koch (Liberal Arts)
Cassandra E Kochan (Education & Human Services)
Amanda L Kocimski (Education & Human Services)
Thomas J Koeble Jr (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Loren R Koenigstein (Agricultural Sciences)
Grace L Koester (Agricultural Sciences)
Jensin T Koester (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hannah I Kohrs (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abigail E Kokalj (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Francesca Kokkines (University College)
Ethan W Koller (Business)
Valerie G Kolodziej (Business)

As of 06/12/2020
Amanda Kombrink  (Business)  
Erin M Konopacke  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Adam L Konopka  (Agricultural Sciences)  
Priscilla A Koomson  (University College)  
Katie M Kopkowski  (Science)  
Elise L Kornick  (Education & Human Services)  
Lindsey L Kornick  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Allison Korsan  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Brett J Korte  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Steven J Kosco  (Business)  
Matthew A Koss  (University College)  
Emerald V Kounthapanya  (Science)  
Matthew T Kovich  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Jacob C Kowa  (Science)  
Kelly A Kramarsky  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Nolan N Kramer  (Engineering)  
Andrej Krecov  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Kyle S Kreger  (Engineering)  
John C Kreke  (Agricultural Sciences)  
Olivia M Krelo  (Business)  
McKenzie M Krich  (Engineering)  
Jackson H Kriegsies  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
John A Kroese  (University College)  
Alexandra M Kroil  (Education & Human Services)  
Jacob A Krotz  (Education & Human Services)  
Emily M Kruckenberg  (Science)  
Matthew W Krug  (Education & Human Services)  
Daniel K Krupa  (Business)  
Morgan A Kruse  (Education & Human Services)  
Joshua D Kuehnle  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Eleanor C Kuhlman  (Science)  
Abby C Kuhn  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Jaciek F Kulak  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Camille R Kulanda  (Science)  
Christina R Kullmann  (Agricultural Sciences)  
Samantha M Kunke  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Anna Kunzman  (Liberal Arts)  
Jessica A Kurpius  (Engineering)  
Molly K Kurtz  (Liberal Arts)  
Nicholas F Kush  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Michael R Kushnerek  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Katalina R Kuzanga  (Science)  
Kassia A Kwansiewski  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Stone T Labanowitz  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)  
Nicholas I Laconte  (Liberal Arts)  
Desiree D Lacy  (Education & Human Services)  
Paige T Lacy  (Education & Human Services)  
Daniel F Ladurini  (Business)  
Grace J Lafo  (Education & Human Services)  
Erik R Laganson  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Emma J Lagerhausen  (Agricultural Sciences)  
Omar N Lahaliyed  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Scott M Lahey  (Agricultural Sciences)  
Lillian Lam  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Lexi P Lamb  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Marissa J Lamczyk  (Agricultural Sciences)  
Thomas A Lamm  (Business)  
Cole M Landon  (Education & Human Services)  
Michael D Landry  (Science)  
Skye J Lane  (Agricultural Sciences)  
Samantha E Langford  (Liberal Arts)  
Brandon T Langius  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Michael A Lanham  (Liberal Arts)  
Elle E Lanier  (Engineering)  
Emma P Lanley  (Science)  
Justina A Lanni  (Education & Human Services)  
Brandon E Lanning  (Engineering)  
Ilana M Lanzetta  (Liberal Arts)  
Stephen A Lapinsky  (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Hayden A LaPointe  (Liberal Arts)  
Joe R LaPointe  (Liberal Arts)  
Ashton Lapin  (Education & Human Services)  
Danielle N LaPradd  (Liberal Arts)  
Marah M Laramore  (Education & Human Services)  
Alexis C Larkin  (Liberal Arts)  
Kirsten Larson  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)  
Nicole L Laskowski  (Agricultural Sciences)  
Jenna A Laster  (Business)  
Maggie M Lathem  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Brandon J Lathrop (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob J Lattimore (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Blake M Lauder (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Isabell C Laughlin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicole M Launius (Agricultural Sciences)
Brontë E Lavay (Education & Human Services)
Jonathan Lavelle (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alfred J Laverdure (Engineering)
Dominique E Lavorini (Science)
Amelia K Lawson (Education & Human Services)
Shaelynn A Lawson (Education & Human Services)
Lindsey E Leatherman (Liberal Arts)
Sterling T Lech (Engineering)
Abby M Lee (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexis E Lee (Science)
Darion D Lee (Liberal Arts)
Jenna S Lee (Science)
Jonathan M Lee (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tadzia D Lee (Liberal Arts)
Tien Jung Lee (Education & Human Services)
Tremayne L Lee (University College)
Ysabel H Lee (Liberal Arts)
Kevin M Leet (Liberal Arts)
Lucas P Leffelman (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Tyler J Lefoer (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Edson E Legorreta (Business)
Grace K Lehnhoff (Science)
Yu Lei (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chase C Leitschuh (Agricultural Sciences)
Benjamin R Leitz (Agricultural Sciences)
Bryana M Lentino (Education & Human Services)
Ruben R Leon (Science)
Chloe E Leonard (Science)
Amanda L Leppert Gomes (Liberal Arts)
Avery E Leveque (Engineering)
Nathan A Levin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Erin K Levin (Science)
Madeline G Lewinski (Science)
Amanda J Lewis (Business)
Brooklyn P Lewis (Education & Human Services)
Charlotte C Lewis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Elyssia Lewis (Agricultural Sciences)
Kaneesha L Lewis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
McClay I Lewis (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jiarui Li (Business)
Tianyu Li (Business)
Tong Li (Science)
Zhiyuan Li (Business)
Zackary K Liddell (Business)
Ryan R Ligon (Science)
Zachary T Lilly (Engineering)
Xian E Lim (Engineering)
Miranda Limbach N Limbach (Science)
Nannan Lin (Business)
Forrest H Lind (Liberal Arts)
Lynlee G Lindner (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Clark A Lindsay (Engineering)
Matthew C Lindsay (Education & Human Services)
Madison A Lingle (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Caitlin E Link (Liberal Arts)
Isabelle G Linn (Education & Human Services)
Joshua D Lipe (Liberal Arts)
Megan R Lisota (Liberal Arts)
William L Lisota (Engineering)
Emily G Little (Education & Human Services)
Kylie N Little (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jiao Liu (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lauryn T Lockett (Liberal Arts)
Lauren E Lofthus (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Leslee L Lofton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kendra L Logar (Education & Human Services)
Jackie D Lomas (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael A Lombardo (Liberal Arts)
Sabrina C Long (Business)
Grant E Longstreth (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Richard Lonnen (Engineering)
Evan T Loos (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Anthony O Lopez (Business)
Dylan E Lopez (Science)
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Emma Lopez (Education & Human Services)
Ryan E Lopez (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Danielle N Lorentz (Liberal Arts)
Cassidy E Lounsbury (Science)
Brad G Lovekamp (Science)
Henry A Lovellette (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Donteika J Lovett (Science)
Qi Lu (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Alicia Love (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Devin Love (University College)
Graham J Lucus (Science)
Isaac S Ludington (Liberal Arts)
Teresa A Ludington (Liberal Arts)
Rebecca P Ludwig (Agricultural Sciences)
Seth J Luifjohan I (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Xin Q Luo (Applied Sciences & Arts)
DeVonne L Luster (Agricultural Sciences)
Shelby E Lynch (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Shelby L Lynch (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Susan E Lynch (Education & Human Services)
Michael R Lynd (Liberal Arts)
Brianna M Lyons (Education & Human Services)
Mengyi Lyu (Business)
Shuo Ma (Business)
Cory R Maaks (Liberal Arts)
Hannah C Macias (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ben Q MacKay (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ryan Macklin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaelynn J Macleay (Liberal Arts)
Kaia A Maddock (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tanya Madrigal (Liberal Arts)
Aniyon M Madry (Liberal Arts)
Adrianna E Magnone (Education & Human Services)
Audrey M Magnoni (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rachel S Maguire (Science)
Brette C Mahan (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Caitlin Maiden (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Thabang B Makau (University College)
Maryam Makhdooom (Education & Human Services)
Jacob A Malay (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Julyette Maldonado (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Olivia L Mallett (Business)
Austin R Malone (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Christopher J Malone (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Reise D Malone (Science)
Gabrielle R Manasco (Education & Human Services)
Addison G Mandrell (Agricultural Sciences)
Rex J Manfredo (Education & Human Services)
Elijah B Manier (Engineering)
Lucia Manriquez Leon (Liberal Arts)
Nicholas P Mansell (Engineering)
Rylee E Mansker (Liberal Arts)
Alex R Manuel (Engineering)
Bryon W Manuel (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Imran Manzoor (Engineering)
David Maples II (Education & Human Services)
Zain B Maqsood (Liberal Arts)
Vincent M Marchio (Engineering)
Robert Marciniaik (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hannah K Marek (Education & Human Services)
Fernanda G Marente-Lopez (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Madison A Markley (Agricultural Sciences)
Bonito V Marks Jr (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Caitlin M Marks (Education & Human Services)
Jesse H Marks (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Johnny Marks (Liberal Arts)
Kira K Marks (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Simon Markus (Science)
Kevin J Marmo (Science)
Rylee M Marnati (Education & Human Services)
Soafa D Marold (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Holly L Marousek (Business)
Pedro Marron (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alyssa M Marshall (Education & Human Services)
Ian C Marshall (Science)
Timothy A Marshall (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Jessica R Marsik (Liberal Arts)  
Alayna A Martin (Education & Human Services)  
Cailynn L Martin (Education & Human Services)  
David E Martin (Education & Human Services)  
Ellie N Martin (Liberal Arts)  
Erin D Martin (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Evan A Martin (Science)  
Kyle Martin (Liberal Arts)  
Sean P Martin (Business)  
Zachary A Martine (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Hugo Martinez (Engineering)  
Jonathan S Martinez (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Kemberle Martinez (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Leticia Martinez (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Melissa G Martinez (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Racheal A Martinez (Education & Human Services)  
Trey A Martinez (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Vidaliz R Martinez (Engineering)  
Samuel Mascote (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Bailey P Mason (Agricultural Sciences)  
Kentrell A Mason (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Mackkeal D Mason (Liberal Arts)  
Katelyn M Massa (Education & Human Services)  
Zachary N Massey (Business)  
Olivia L Massie (Education & Human Services)  
John E Mathews (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)  
Ashayla T Mathis (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)  
Erica L Mathis (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)  
Je'Kai T Matthews (Engineering)  
Benjamin A Mattsey (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Sydney L Matusik (Science)  
Ian M Matzenbacher (Agricultural Sciences)  
Mackenzie S Maxedon (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Scott J May (Engineering)  
Stephanie A May (Education & Human Services)  
Theresa E May (Liberal Arts)  
Blaire I Mayberry (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Bradyn J Mayberry (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Megan M Mayberry (Education & Human Services)  
Trenton C Mayes (Engineering)  
Victoria N Mayo (Education & Human Services)  
Jalynn R Maze (Agricultural Sciences)  
Chris McAllister (Education & Human Services)  
Logan M McBe (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Myles J McCabe (Science)  
Payton M McCallister (Engineering)  
Emily C McCarthy (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Alleri A McCarty (Science)  
Gannon M McGarty (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)  
Collin P McCauley (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
Kody J McCleary (Agricultural Sciences)  
Shanette N McCleary (Science)  
Jacob G McClurken (Liberal Arts)  
Braden J Mcconnell (Liberal Arts)  
Keeghan S McConnell (Science)  
Kenna S McConnell (Agricultural Sciences)  
Duncan McCormick (Engineering)  
Sophie L McCormick (Business)  
Courtney A McCowan (University College)  
Dayo L McCoy (Science)  
Jayci D McCraw (Liberal Arts)  
Josh G McCray (Liberal Arts)  
Timothy T McDaniel (Liberal Arts)  
Trey D McDaniel (Education & Human Services)  
Kyleigh J McDavis (University College)  
Joseph C McDonald (Education & Human Services)  
Kyle B McDonald (University College)  
Morgan N McDonald (Liberal Arts)  
Tymothy J McDonell (Business)  
David E McDowell (Science)  
Grace E McDurmon (Liberal Arts)  
Colin R McElmeel (Engineering)  
Madalyinn G McFadden (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)  
Chelsea E Mcgee (Education & Human Services)  
Emleyee R Mcgiles (Education & Human Services)  
Aryn V McGuire (Education & Human Services)  
Grace G McGuire (Liberal Arts)  
Keri R McGuire (Applied Sciences & Arts)  
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Harley N McIlwain (Education & Human Services)
Daniel Y McIntosh (Liberal Arts)
Alexis L McIntyre (Liberal Arts)
Kallista A McIntyre (Education & Human Services)
Samuel K McIntyre (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Grace M McKee (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Allison E McKeever (Liberal Arts)
Jake H McKie (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Meghan J Mckinzie (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Seth K Mckinzie (Agricultural Sciences)
Hannah M McKnight (Engineering)
Joie Ann McLaughlin (Education & Human Services)
Tia M McLaughlin (Liberal Arts)
Mallory B McMahan (Agricultural Sciences)
Connor C Mcmahon (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Courtney E McMath (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Shelby L McMillen (Science)
Allison M McInn (Engineering)
Rebecca J McInn (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kimberly L McNatt (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bria M McNut (Education & Human Services)
Christopher McQuire Jr (Liberal Arts)
Alexander J Mcraven (Education & Human Services)
Ashley L McReynolds (Education & Human Services)
Kaitlin McRoberts (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Katelyn J McSorley (Agricultural Sciences)
Caleb A McSparin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ryan A McVicker (Education & Human Services)
Caleb J Mead (Business)
Dawna E Meadows (Education & Human Services)
Bethany L Meadows (Education & Human Services)
Nicholas L Mechler (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Daniel D Medin (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ethan M Meehan (Engineering)
Jerod Meier (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tristen R Meinert (Liberal Arts)
Madison T Meiring (Science)
Francesca R Meixner (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jose L Melendez Santana (Education & Human Services)
Chloe D Mellon (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Raelyn M Melton (Education & Human Services)
Christopher M Melvin (Liberal Arts)
Mayra Mendez (Business)
Thyara K Mendez (Liberal Arts)
Francesca N Mendicino (Business)
Charmie Mendoza (Education & Human Services)
Edith Mendoza (Education & Human Services)
Marlene Mendoza (Agricultural Sciences)
Yangge Meng (Science)
Alex R Menke (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Daniel T Menzel (Engineering)
Jacob R Menzie (Agricultural Sciences)
Steven T Mendian (Business)
Samantha R Mertes (Education & Human Services)
Ally Messinere (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alyssa L Metelak (Liberal Arts)
Dyana J Metheny (Education & Human Services)
Maci L Metten (Business)
Jarod A Metz (Agricultural Sciences)
Paige E Metz (Science)
Madison Meyer (Education & Human Services)
Evan R Meyerhoff (Science)
Sidney A Meyers (Liberal Arts)
Melynda M Meyrick (Liberal Arts)
Courtney C Mickens (Liberal Arts)
Rachel C Miert (Engineering)
Caitlin E Mikula (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Adam L Mikulay (Engineering)
Fernando L Milan (Liberal Arts)
Joseph C Mileur (Science)
Sarah M Mileusnich (Science)
Mark Miliik (Liberal Arts)
Matthew G Millbrandt (Liberal Arts)
Alexandra C Miller (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Avery R Miller (Education & Human Services)
Dalton J Miller (Liberal Arts)
EJ J Miller II (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Eric C Miller (Applied Sciences & Arts)
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Haley A Miller   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Isabel M Miller   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jack C Miller   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob W Miller   (Engineering)
Jo K Miller   (Science)
Kline J Miller   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lukas A Miller   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Maddie L Miller   (Education & Human Services)
Madison D Miller   (Science)
Rylie N Miller   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Skylar J Miller   (Education & Human Services)
Taylor L Miller   (Agricultural Sciences)
Tayloran S Miller   (Science)
Tristin M Miller   (Science)
Joseph M Mills   (Science)
Mallory T Minear   (Science)
Jack W Mings   (Engineering)
Morgan N Minor   (Science)
Emily K Mirabella   (Liberal Arts)
Myles C Miranda   (Liberal Arts)
Anthony M Mitchell   (Liberal Arts)
Cameron D Mitchell   (Education & Human Services)
Levi M Mitchell   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Olivia D Mitchell   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Sydney E Mitchell   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bridget A Mizener   (Agricultural Sciences)
Aron G Mlodkowski   (Science)
Christopher B Moak   (Education & Human Services)
Brent A Moallankamp   (Science)
Kyle W Moellering   (Science)
Gage C Mofield   (Science)
Yori S Mohorn   (Liberal Arts)
Cole M Mohr   (Business)
Nicholas K Mohr   (Agricultural Sciences)
Zachary Mohr   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Aaron J Mohrenweiser   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matt L Molloy   (Liberal Arts)
Nicole Momčilović   (Liberal Arts)
John R Monroe   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Anna M Monson   (Education & Human Services)
Cyrus G Montanez   (Education & Human Services)
Devon A Moon   (Liberal Arts)
Faith A Mooney   (Liberal Arts)
Brooklyn C Moore   (Education & Human Services)
Camela N Moore   (Liberal Arts)
David C Moore   (Liberal Arts)
Haley J Moore   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
James A Moore   (University College)
James R Moore   (Science)
Joshua W Moore   (Liberal Arts)
Kaitlynn B Moore   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Megan E Moore   (Education & Human Services)
Peyton D Moore   (Liberal Arts)
Rusheca L Moore   (Education & Human Services)
Samantha E Moore   (Education & Human Services)
Savannah C Moore   (Liberal Arts)
Thomas E Moore   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
A'veun A Moore-Jones   (Education & Human Services)
Zachary J Moorman   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Timothy A Moradi   (Education & Human Services)
Amadeus J Morales   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carina Morales   (Education & Human Services)
Davis G Morales   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Allison T Morey   (Liberal Arts)
Danielle M Morgan   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hope E Morgan   (Education & Human Services)
Lucas H Morgan   (Liberal Arts)
Ruben Moro Roman   (Engineering)
Bridget K Moroney   (Liberal Arts)
Claire E Morrical   (Science)
Aseelah N Morris   (Science)
Benjamin D Morris   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Deneen F Morris   (Liberal Arts)
Eric S Morris   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jake B Morris   (Engineering)
Mikayla D Morris   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Payton E Morris   (Education & Human Services)
Shariah D Morris   (Education & Human Services)
Zoe G Morris   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kelsey L Morrison  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Paxton M Morse  (Agricultural Sciences)
Samuel E Morse  (Education & Human Services)
Selenka R Mortenson  (Science)
Tamar C Mosby  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Logan D Moses  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Parker J Moses  (Business)
Dametria C Mosley  (Science)
Kim C Moss  (Education & Human Services)
Sydney B Moss  (Business)
Chase Moyer  (Education & Human Services)
David P Msoisz  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Area P Mubarak  (Science)
Justin Mueller  (Science)
Kathryn M Mueller  (Education & Human Services)
Krystina M Mueller  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jaleel A Muhammad  (Liberal Arts)
Sean Mullan  (Education & Human Services)
Daniel R Muller  (Engineering)
Calis A Mullins  (Business)
Jacob T Mullins  (Education & Human Services)
Zakary Mumm  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Elijah T Muncy  (Engineering)
Alexandria M Munks  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacee M Munns  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kendra M Muraira  (Science)
Amanda R Murphy  (Business)
Brynn M Murphy  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
David Murphy  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joli D Murphy  (Liberal Arts)
Olivia M Murphy  (Education & Human Services)
Jeffrey R Myers  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kallyn N Myers  (Education & Human Services)
Lane A Myrick  (Agricultural Sciences)
Jackson T Myrna  (Agricultural Sciences)
Khaled W Nabulsy  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rebecca E Nadler  (Science)
Jason Najam  (Education & Human Services)
Yasufumi Nakano  (Science)
Molly N Nance  (Agricultural Sciences)
Benjamin K Naranjo  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kiara T Nard  (Liberal Arts)
Majed Naser  (Science)
Kaya A Nasinska  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Travis T Nassar  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Johnathan F Natho  (Engineering)
Sean D Nation  (Engineering)
Rita Naude  (Engineering)
Zackry M Nauman  (Engineering)
Sydni R Neabuhr  (Business)
Shawn P Neary  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hunter D Neef  (Engineering)
Abigail G Nelson  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Caitlyn M Nelson  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Delaney M Nelson  (Agricultural Sciences)
Koliah F Nelson  (Liberal Arts)
Bailey M Neuberger  (Education & Human Services)
Cade S Neumann  (Engineering)
Nicholas Neville  (Liberal Arts)
Alexandria R Nevins  (Science)
Daniel G New  (Business)
Max E Newhart  (Engineering)
Colton M Newlin  (Liberal Arts)
Jonathan T Newlin  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Naomi A Newman  (Liberal Arts)
Christina A Newman-Granadino  (Liberal Arts)
Jessica A Newton  (Liberal Arts)
Aline Estelle Ngouemeta Mbognou  (Education & Human Services)
Lam Thuc Nhi Nguyen  (Education & Human Services)
Ben Nicola  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael C Nicolau  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sarah M Niehoff  (Science)
Mason Nightlinger  (Science)
Daniela K Nikoloska  (Engineering)
Justin R Nile  (Liberal Arts)
Patrick J Nitzki  (Science)
Gregory A Nixon  (Liberal Arts)
Colin J Noel  (Engineering)
Kayla M Nolan  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ladarius T Nolan   (Liberal Arts)
Sierra M Nolte   (Liberal Arts)
Jared W Novak   (Agricultural Sciences)
Andrew D Novotney   (Science)
Kaitlyn A Novy   (Science)
Talon E Nunley   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sanworlee O Nyain   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joseph J Nyder   (Science)
Kristin M O'Boyle   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emily N O'Brien   (Engineering)
Garrett M O'Bryan   (Liberal Arts)
Avery J O'Connor   (Liberal Arts)
Christopher V O'Connor   (Engineering)
Brooke A O'Donnell   (Education & Human Services)
Erin K O'Donnell   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tara E O'Leary   (Liberal Arts)
Katelyn M O'Neal   (Science)
Eric R Obenauf   (Business)
Shelby D Obrecht   (Science)
Shane D O'Brien   (Engineering)
Michael T Ochsenbauer   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kelsey R Odom   (Business)
Ezra L Oetting   (Education & Human Services)
Stephanie S Ofoedu   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chiderah U Ogboroz   (Engineering)
Lily L Ohl   (Education & Human Services)
Violet L Ohl   (Engineering)
Oreoluwa D Ojewuyi   (Liberal Arts)
Jacob D Olcott   (University College)
John R Olivarez   (Engineering)
Adam A Oliveira   (Liberal Arts)
Alyssa M Oller   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alyssa Olsen   (Agricultural Sciences)
Aaron K Olson   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Shelby G Olson   (Education & Human Services)
Heidi K Oploh   (Liberal Arts)
Elide A Ortega   (Education & Human Services)
Jose Ortega   (Engineering)
Jocelyn Ortiz   (Liberal Arts)
Rebecca Ortiz   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jeremiah I Osalle   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nick J Osborne   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abby E Ossola   (Education & Human Services)
Craig Osterholt   (Agricultural Sciences)
Gideon K Ouzten   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew J Overbeck   (Agricultural Sciences)
Kelly R Overhaug-Reed   (Agricultural Sciences)
Rashawn J Overton   (Engineering)
Chase D Owens   (Liberal Arts)
Juniper P Oxford   (Liberal Arts)
Jessica A Oyler   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob E Pachter   (Science)
Patrick W Padilla   (Science)
Addison H Page   (Agricultural Sciences)
Caroline M Page   (Liberal Arts)
Bohdan Paikoush   (Science)
Shaun C Palgen   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brent J Palmer   (Liberal Arts)
Diamond T Palmer   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Hannah E Palmer   (Science)
Kamaria C Palmer   (Agricultural Sciences)
Zachary E Palmer   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chanel D Pals   (Liberal Arts)
Zhengyu Pan   (Liberal Arts)
Alex A Pape   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Samantha D Park   (Science)
Brody B Parker   (Business)
Cassidy M Parker   (Liberal Arts)
Lane J Parker   (Agricultural Sciences)
Madeline M Parker   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Helen M Parks   (Agricultural Sciences)
Payton H Parman   (Education & Human Services)
Reid G Parsons   (Business)
Blake Parzych   (Business)
Quinn M Paszek   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Caitlyn A Patalas   (Education & Human Services)
Krupa A Patel   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jakari Patterson   (University College)
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Jessica Patterson (Education & Human Services)
Joseph E Patterson (Business)
Cory W Patton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hailee A Paul (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lindsey A Paulsen (Education & Human Services)
Anuj S Pawar (Science)
Dustin M Pawelek (Business)
Aiden J Payne (Business)
Taylie N Payne (Education & Human Services)
Kelsey M Pearson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ivana S Pease (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Brycen K Pedrick (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sean M Peebles (Liberal Arts)
Earl A Pelak (Business)
Nathan A Peltes (Agricultural Sciences)
Alissa Pena (Education & Human Services)
Javier Pena (Education & Human Services)
Yongzheng Peng (Business)
Isaiah L Penn (Business)
Jacob W Pennell (Business)
Shelby R Penrod (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Juliana Pereira Medicis De Carvalho (Liberal Arts)
Emily E Perez (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rachel M Perez (Business)
Brianna Perry (Business)
Bryce H Perzee (Engineering)
Skyler B Peterman (Education & Human Services)
Allyson A Peters (University College)
Camille M Peterson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Taylor M Petit (Liberal Arts)
Angelique B Petrick (Education & Human Services)
Anthony F Petrilla (Science)
Gabriel A Pettyjohn (Liberal Arts)
Breanna C Peyton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Britt A Peyton (Science)
Emily M Pfaffer (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bennett V Phan (Science)
Brendan T Philbrick (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Barbara L Phillips (Liberal Arts)
Jonathan D Phillips (Engineering)
Mary Esther G Phillips (Liberal Arts)
Max B Phillips (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Morgan R Phillips (Liberal Arts)
Nathan J Phillips (Science)
Sydney A Phillips (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Eryn N Phipps (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Theopolis K Phipps (Business)
Jayne E Phoenix (Applied Sciences & Arts)
John T Phoenix (Science)
William J Phoenix (Engineering)
Mackenzie A Piazza (Business)
Sara S Pichowski (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Aaliyah R Pierce (Science)
Chase A Pierce (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Juliana G Piercy (Education & Human Services)
Nathaniel M Pierre (Education & Human Services)
Dana Pietrusiak (Liberal Arts)
Kristina J Pike (Liberal Arts)
Jonathan D Pilkington (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brian M Piller (Liberal Arts)
Enich F Pilz (Education & Human Services)
Kieleha Pinkston (Liberal Arts)
India Piro (Liberal Arts)
Cheyenne R Pitchford (Education & Human Services)
Maria G Pitts (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Antuan M Pitts-McCoy (Engineering)
Dawson M Plab (Business)
Nicole Plaku (Business)
Ryan D Plunkett (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Peyton R Podlasek (Liberal Arts)
Zinda Z Pollard (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Marcellous Pollards (Education & Human Services)
Grant V Pollmann (Agricultural Sciences)
Benjamin D Polo (Agricultural Sciences)
Levi L Pomerantz (Engineering)
Harrison M Pool (Science)
Lilyanne L Poole (Agricultural Sciences)
Ariel L Porter (Agricultural Sciences)
Levi F Porter (Liberal Arts)
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Madeline J Porter  (Science)
Alyson L Potter  (Education & Human Services)
Mathew J Powell  (Science)
Alexis K Power  (Science)
Jake G Power  (Agricultural Sciences)
Rachel R Powless  (Business)
Scott M Poyner  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lesley K Pozos  (Science)
Luis R Prado  (Liberal Arts)
Greta M Prairie  (Engineering)
Kushal M Prajapati  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Federica Pratellesi  (Business)
Kylie D Prather  (Education & Human Services)
Seth D Pratt  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Duane J Prendergast  (Education & Human Services)
Anne M Preston  (Business)
Maggie L Price  (Education & Human Services)
Allison M Priebel  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sierra L Priebel  (Liberal Arts)
Devin Pringle  (Liberal Arts)
Rachel L Pudlowksi  (Science)
Kathryn A Pugh  (Science)
Margaret D Pugh  (Science)
Caleb J Pulley  (Science)
Jacob L Pups  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Courtney B Pyle  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kamber A Pyszka  (Business)
Karum S Qaseem  (Science)
Hao Qiu  (Business)
Madison J Quattro  (Engineering)
Joe I Quattrochi  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Patrick Quinian  (Education & Human Services)
Brian J Quinn  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaitlyn M Quinn  (Engineering)
Chloe E Quint  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jonnathan X Quizhpi  (Science)
Michael C Radford  (Liberal Arts)
Kyle W Radisch  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Danielle R Radtke  (Agricultural Sciences)
McKenzie N Ragle  (Engineering)
Khristina A Raglin  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Hasan M Rahma  (Engineering)
Aaron M Rahn  (Engineering)
Catherine R Ramey  (Education & Human Services)
Rebecca L Ramey  (Liberal Arts)
Abby Ramirez  (Education & Human Services)
Cristina E Ramirez  (Science)
Cynthia Ramirez  (Education & Human Services)
Brendan M Ramsey  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ajaysinh B Rana  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Prem S Rana  (Science)
Roberto E Rand  (Liberal Arts)
Jazmin Randazzo  (Science)
Savannah R Randles  (Science)
Vincent M Rangel  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Simona I Rangelova  (Business)
Matthew T Rankin  (Agricultural Sciences)
Maxwell A Ransom  (Liberal Arts)
Payton K Rarick  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Martin A Rasheed Jr  (Liberal Arts)
Parker O Rashid  (Education & Human Services)
Anthony R Rask Jr  (Liberal Arts)
Tyler J Rasor  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Maggie G Ratcliff  (Education & Human Services)
Debra L Ratliff  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicole P Raventos  (Business)
Atchara Rawarak  (Business)
Sherrie R Rawson  (Education & Human Services)
Brianna E Ray  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sydney J Ray  (Education & Human Services)
Tatum N Rayl  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Trey M Reamer  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Nicholas C Reams  (Science)
John H Reardon III  (Education & Human Services)
Benjamin R Reavill  (Business)
Kenu Redick  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew M Redman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Allison N Reed  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cameron B Reed  (Science)
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Gabrielle B Reed  (Liberal Arts)
Kimberly Reed  (Liberal Arts)
Nicole L Reed  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Guenevere E Rees  (Liberal Arts)
Kim L Reese  (Agricultural Sciences)
Audra J Reidner  (Liberal Arts)
Sydney N Reijmer  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kyle W Reilly  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sarah G Reiman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Madeline R Reinhardt  (Liberal Arts)
Olivia N Reinwald  (Liberal Arts)
Hannah Reiser  (Education & Human Services)
Arianna D Reiss  (Education & Human Services)
Morgan C Reiter  (Education & Human Services)
Kyle W Reilly  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alex K Renier  (Education & Human Services)
Clarissa L Rendon  (Liberal Arts)
Shae E Reiter  (Science)
Melissa K Rekasius  (Engineering)
Shengkai Ren  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Wanjia Ren  (Business)
Aarion M Rendie  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Arelis Reyna  (Liberal Arts)
Alyssa B Reynolds  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brayden L Reynolds  (Agricultural Sciences)
Brittany L Reynolds  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Danielle R Reynolds  (Education & Human Services)
Richard Reynoso  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tori D Rhone  (Science)
Paul L Rhymer  (Liberal Arts)
Kassidy N Rice  (Agricultural Sciences)
Gretchen N Rich  (Business)
Karalyn L Rich  (Education & Human Services)
Morgan C Rich  (Engineering)
Cayla R Richard  (Liberal Arts)
Diamond C Richardson  (University College)
Elena L Richardson  (Science)
Landon W Richardson  (Engineering)
Emma M Ricketts  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jada W Riddle  (University College)
Zachary Ridgley  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Emma L Rients  (Agricultural Sciences)
Andrea M Rieser  (Science)
Rachel S Riggs  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacqueline D Rigsby  (Science)
Jessica D Rigsby  (Liberal Arts)
Erika E Riley  (Education & Human Services)
Katherine A Riley  (Liberal Arts)
Hannah C Ringgold  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Paul Rios  (Engineering)
Owen A Risse  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chandler P Ritter  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Robert C Ritz  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Andrew T Rivera  (Education & Human Services)
Daniel M Rivera  (Business)
Kenzie N Rizor  (Science)
Anthony M Rizzo  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cleah M Roberts  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cody J Roberts  (Education & Human Services)
Dawn A Roberts  (Liberal Arts)
Gabriella N Roberts  (Agricultural Sciences)
Hailey O Roberts  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lucas W Roberts  (Education & Human Services)
Steven Roberts  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Whitney N Roberts  (Liberal Arts)
Jaden X Roberts-Thomas  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Grace K Robertson  (Science)
Cameron J Robinson  (Liberal Arts)
Charles W Robinson  (Liberal Arts)
Corey D Robinson  (Liberal Arts)
John K Robinson  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
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Matthew D Robinson  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
William J Robinson  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
April D Robinson-Kain  (Education & Human Services)
Mario Rocha  (Liberal Arts)
Zachary M Rodely  (Engineering)
Jamela M Rodgers  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Omar Rodgers  (Education & Human Services)
Semaj A Rodgers  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Genesis S Rodriguez Monterroso  (Liberal Arts)
Allan G Rodriguez  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Daysi J Rodriguez  (University College)
Krystal Rodriguez  (Education & Human Services)
Noemi G Rodriguez  (Engineering)
Richard Rodriguez  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Stephany Z Rodriguez  (Liberal Arts)
Alysha Rodriguez-Avila  (Education & Human Services)
Alexander Rodriguez-Gabino  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Derek A Rody  (Education & Human Services)
Amy J Rogers  (Liberal Arts)
Jenna B Rogers  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zachary C Rogers  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Abigail E Rohe  (Science)
Corey M Rohling  (Liberal Arts)
Alyssa T Roimiser  (Liberal Arts)
Laura Rojas  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sara A Roman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jessica Romo  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Samantha A Ronketto  (Liberal Arts)
Gregory J Root  (Education & Human Services)
Jeffrey T Ropers  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Myralisa N Rosado  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mackenzie M Rosario  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Erik Rosas  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Christian M Rose  (Engineering)
Julia L Rosenstengel  (Education & Human Services)
Al J Ross  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Maria C Ross  (Liberal Arts)
Kobe R Rossi  (Liberal Arts)
Marissa L Rossi  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Daniel J Rothrock  (Education & Human Services)
Chakeista B Rowe  (Education & Human Services)
Esther Q Roy  (Education & Human Services)
Tyler R Roy  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rachel B Royer  (Liberal Arts)
Ryan A Rubino  (Engineering)
Carlos S Ruiz  (Engineering)
Mallory A Rupe  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mitchell A Rushing  (Education & Human Services)
Emily C Russell  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Moe M Russell  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Tammy A Russell  (Education & Human Services)
Carmen N Russo  (Liberal Arts)
Dean R Rutherford  (Engineering)
Kayla D Rutherford  (Education & Human Services)
Mallory M Rutz  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zachary A Rys  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sonbawiera Saakoe  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaitlin N Sadkowski  (Education & Human Services)
Elizabeth A Saery  (Science)
Jackson R Saifell  (Engineering)
Amanda M Sager  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Oumoul Kairou Saidou Hangadoumbo  (Business)
Jackson T Sailliez  (University College)
Mikayla L Sailliez  (Education & Human Services)
Alexandria E Saint-Germain  (Liberal Arts)
Ahmed F Sakrooh  (Engineering)
Jodie L Salazar  (Liberal Arts)
Katya Saldana  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jenna W Sale  (Liberal Arts)
Gabriella P Salemi  (Education & Human Services)
Elizabeth A Sales  (University College)
Amy A Salgado  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Adam M Salmo  (Agricultural Sciences)
Megan B Saltsgaver  (Science)
Miranda Saltsgaver  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Benjamin Salzman  (Education & Human Services)
Segundo R Sam Jr  (Education & Human Services)
Jacob T Sams  (Engineering)
Mariana Sanchez Badillo  (Engineering)
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Ashley J Sanchez (Science)
Fernando J Sanchez Jr (Liberal Arts)
Ginger N Sanchez (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Macy A Sanchez (Science)
Addison S Sanders (Science)
Charles Sanders (Agricultural Sciences)
Felicia C Sanders (Science)
Kurtis D Sanders (Science)
Riley E Sanders (Education & Human Services)
Stephanie E Sanders (Liberal Arts)
Meagan N Sandhaas (Science)
Mississippi Sands (Liberal Arts)
Ginger N Sanchez (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Macy A Sanchez (Science)
Addison S Sanders (Science)
Charles Sanders (Agricultural Sciences)
Felicia C Sanders (Science)
Kurtis D Sanders (Science)
Riley E Sanders (Education & Human Services)
Stephanie E Sanders (Liberal Arts)
Meagan N Sandhaas (Science)
Mississippi Sands (Liberal Arts)
Sean Scott A Scott (Business)
Lindsey N Sears (Education & Human Services)
Theron Seckington (Business)
Noah A Seed (Education & Human Services)
Maxine Seehafer (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tim D Seeleert (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nickolas T Segar (Agricultural Sciences)
Thomas K Sehata (Engineering)
Kurt C Seitzinger (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexis N Seiwerth (Education & Human Services)
Rebecca R Seelert (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chamindi C Senevirathne (Science)
Vanessa M Sepulveda (Liberal Arts)
Timothy Serles (Liberal Arts)
Kyle J Serna (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Stephanie Serrano (Education & Human Services)
Zander A Serrine (Science)
Ryan J Sewester (Engineering)
Bianna K Sexton (Science)
Emma G Sexton (Agricultural Sciences)
Sarah C Seymour (Liberal Arts)
Luke J Shafer (Liberal Arts)
CJ Shahi (Engineering)
Nicole L Shamash (Education & Human Services)
Ryan Shane (Business)
Danielle Shank (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kennedy P Shank (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Naya S Shapiro (University College)
Samantha R Sharp (Liberal Arts)
Kyle E Shartz (Education & Human Services)
AJ J Shaw (Engineering)
Isaac L Shaw (Science)
Jackson R Shearer (Science)
Cameron Sheehan (Business)
Connor T Sheehan (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bairlynn Shelby (Liberal Arts)
Maggie M Sheldon (Education & Human Services)
Matthew T Shepherd (University College)
Jennifer R Sheridan (Education & Human Services)
Savannah C Sheridan (Education & Human Services)
Deep S Sheth (Education & Human Services)
Renee R Shiao (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jessica E Shilling (Business)
Jefferson T Shillingford (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Heejeong Shin (Agricultural Sciences)
Jarelle Shipp (Education & Human Services)
Madelynn H Shivelly (Liberal Arts)
Spencer Sholl (Science)
Allison M Shore (Liberal Arts)
Emily N Shoulta (Liberal Arts)
William J Showmaker (Engineering)
James Yu-Chi Shu (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Katie M Shuffett (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Erin C Shukis (Liberal Arts)
Keegan T Shults (Science)
Trice A Shumaker (Liberal Arts)
Blake E Shurtz (Science)
Delaney A Shuster (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Dannie W Sieben (Science)
Jamie A Siebers (Agricultural Sciences)
Cori M Siebert (Agricultural Sciences)
Justin Siekmann (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael P Sigillito (Liberal Arts)
Sidney R Sikes (Education & Human Services)
Samuel P Sikon (Science)
Zachary J Sikon (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Shatia D Silas (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Makenzie P Silvey (Business)
Jasmine E Simkus (Education & Human Services)
Dominick M Simpson (Engineering)
Kelsie J Simpson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kody M Simpson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sydney A Simpson (Liberal Arts)
Alban Sinani (Science)
Amir Sinanovic (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rebecca B Singer (Business)
Lovedeep Singh (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Meghan E Singleton (Liberal Arts)
Brooke Sinn (Science)
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Alahna L Sinnard  (Education & Human Services)
James Sinnovich  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Charles J Sipko  (Business)
Destiny N Sisk  (Agricultural Sciences)
Mitchell P Sisk  (Engineering)
Justin G Sison  (Education & Human Services)
Cody C Sissom  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
KyLee K Sizemore  (Education & Human Services)
Brandon L Sjodin  (Education & Human Services)
Cynthia P Skiles  (Education & Human Services)
John J Skovira  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jesse M Slack  (Business)
Carson L Slaney  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Doug A Sleeper  (Education & Human Services)
Alyssa N Sliment  (Agricultural Sciences)
Celena M Slowick  (Education & Human Services)
Jordan R Smearman  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Ryne J Smiley  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Briana M Smith  (Education & Human Services)
Brogan W Smith  (Business)
Caliee Smith  (Education & Human Services)
Cheyenne N Smith  (Education & Human Services)
David L Smith  (Education & Human Services)
Deion Smith  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
El Smith  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob G Smith  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jarrett R Smith  (Agricultural Sciences)
Jeffery M Smith  (Liberal Arts)
Jerrick Smith  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jillian E Smith  (Liberal Arts)
Katherine L Smith  (Science)
Kevin Smith  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lauren N Smith  (Business)
Mariana N Smith  (Science)
Morgan C Smith  (Business)
Morgan S Smith  (Science)
Nathanial J Smith  (Science)
Nicole M Smith  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Quincy A Smith  (Education & Human Services)
Sean P Smith  (Engineering)
Sophia R Smith  (Agricultural Sciences)
Sydney E Smith  (Education & Human Services)
Wyatt S Smith  (Science)
Zachary W Smith  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Stacey C Smithhenry  (Agricultural Sciences)
Rachael A Smoot  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Makayla R Smothers  (Education & Human Services)
Raymond D Smothers  (Science)
Terry-Ann N Sneed  (Engineering)
Kaitlynn R Snelling  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew A Snopek  (Science)
Grant L Snow  (Agricultural Sciences)
Maryam Sohail  (Engineering)
Jordan P Soja  (Education & Human Services)
Cameron C Sokolowski  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Laila N Soliman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Cecilia A Solis  (Agricultural Sciences)
Justin E Soltis  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jakob H Sommers  (Liberal Arts)
Chris D Sons  (Engineering)
Tyler L Sons  (Science)
Christopher M Sorensen  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Riley V Sorin  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jaycee L Sorrels  (Business)
Jamie M Sorto  (Business)
Anthony Soto  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Josue I Soto  (Liberal Arts)
Samantha O Soto  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Josiah K Southall  (Agricultural Sciences)
Kristyn E Southwood  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
James D Sparks  (Education & Human Services)
Nicholas J Spataro  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Deven L Speed  (Education & Human Services)
Ross A Speidel  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Gabrielle M Spencer  (Agricultural Sciences)
Travis D Spencer  (Engineering)
Trenton D Spencer  (Science)
Olivia B Spiers  (Liberal Arts)
Haley K Spiewak  (Liberal Arts)
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Madie E Spires   (Business)
Sean M Spoerre   (Engineering)
Alexa Spokas   (Business)
Adam C Spooner   (Engineering)
Martha L Sprague   (Education & Human Services)
Sydney L Spranger   (Science)
David B Sprehe   (Science)
Amanda L Springer   (Agricultural Sciences)
Jill C Springli   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Noah F Sprovieri   (Liberal Arts)
Sean E Stadelbacher   (Liberal Arts)
Andrew R Stahl   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Summer E Stahl   (Science)
Ashley E Stajura   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob Staley   (Education & Human Services)
Savanna J Staley   (Science)
Alexis M Stallman   (Science)
Austin P Stallman   (Engineering)
Thomas J Stamberger   (Agricultural Sciences)
Jonas K Standerfer   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Melissa A Stanovich   (Science)
Mikayla R Stanfield   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
David J Stanton   (Agricultural Sciences)
Annabelle K Staples   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jacob W Stark   (Engineering)
Taylor M Stark   (Education & Human Services)
Quentin Z Starkman   (Education & Human Services)
Sophia J Starks   (Education & Human Services)
Mikaela M Staub   (University College)
Molly G Stearns   (Education & Human Services)
Kenna E Steber   (Agricultural Sciences)
Blake D Steckel   (Agricultural Sciences)
Siara Stedum   (Education & Human Services)
Ryan A Steele   (Science)
Isabel P Steers   (Agricultural Sciences)
Ryan M Stefan   (Engineering)
Haley A Stellmach   (Science)
Krystin T Stemm   (Liberal Arts)
Lauren Stengel   (Liberal Arts)
Bridgett M Stephens   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jamie J Stephens   (Liberal Arts)
Ferrari K Stephenson   (Education & Human Services)
Zachary A Stephenson   (Science)
Natalie L Sterling   (Education & Human Services)
Christopher T Stricker   (Business)
Katelyn E Sternberg   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexandria K Stevens   (Liberal Arts)
Cole S Steward   (Education & Human Services)
Blake W Stewart   (Science)
Charles H Stewart   (Engineering)
William A Stewart   (Liberal Arts)
Randy Stinnett   (Engineering)
Blake R Stipp   (Business)
Cade J Stirrett   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joseph J Stock   (Engineering)
Grant J Stockrahm   (Agricultural Sciences)
Anthony W Stoecker   (Liberal Arts)
Dylan M Stogsdill   (Agricultural Sciences)
Carly E Stone   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kailyn R Stone   (Liberal Arts)
Slubhan S Stormont   (Liberal Arts)
Olivia L Stout   (Science)
Sasha M Stout   (Science)
Elizabeth A Stratmont   (Liberal Arts)
Christopher T Stricker   (Business)
Kyndal L Strickland   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Garrett B Stritzel   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Bryson B Strong   (Education & Human Services)
David Stroz   (Science)
Rachel M Strubbe   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Haley A Strunk   (Education & Human Services)
Dylan M Stuart   (Education & Human Services)
Rachel R Stuckel   (Liberal Arts)
Abigail R Stuebs   (Agricultural Sciences)
Jacqueline R Stuebs   (Agricultural Sciences)
Mackenzie M Sturgeon   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kayla R Stuthers   (Science)
Junlin Su   (Engineering)
Alexandra N Suarez   (Science)
As of 06/12/2020
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Eli Suastequi (Science)
Cody T Suddeth (Agricultural Sciences)
John Z Suh (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Soo Sul (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Connor M Sullivan (Liberal Arts)
Raymond C Sullivan Jr (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Ashley G Surratt (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew C Sutherland (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Leah M Sutton (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Kyle J Svoboda (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brittany N Swain (Education & Human Services)
Destiny M Swalve (Agricultural Sciences)
Austin J Sweeney (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ethan D Swihart (Engineering)
Slaten P Swords (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Joelle G Sydes (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew Szidik (Liberal Arts)
David A Szoke (Science)
Ari N Szubryt (Science)
Claire M Talbert (Liberal Arts)
Makenna L Tallon (Science)
Juliana A Tamayo (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Aliza Tandukar (Science)
Maria N Tango (Education & Human Services)
Jadin S Tanner (Engineering)
Hunter M Tasky (Education & Human Services)
Chloe M Tatham (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Emoni N Tatum (Liberal Arts)
Mya N Tatum (Science)
Mohammed W Tayeib Sr (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Asia T Taylor (Agricultural Sciences)
Derrick A Taylor (Agricultural Sciences)
Destiny M Taylor (Education & Human Services)
George E Taylor III (Engineering)
Mark Taylor (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Megan L Taylor (Agricultural Sciences)
Pearl A Taylor (Agricultural Sciences)
Peyton G Taylor (Science)
Rebecca A Taylor (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Lindsay E Teal (Education & Human Services)
Colin J Tebbe (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ethan J Tebbe (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hannah E Tebbe (Agricultural Sciences)
Mariah L Teel (Education & Human Services)
Corey D Tegtmeier (Engineering)
Uriel Tejeda (Business)
Zachary K Telford (Agricultural Sciences)
Brandon Temple (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ron Y Tep (Business)
Shelby J Terrell (Science)
Jonathan B Teschke (Liberal Arts)
Sidney R Teyema (Liberal Arts)
Faith J Theesfield (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Stephen J Theiszmann (Engineering)
Amanda L Thieret (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sarah Thee (Education & Human Services)
Christian M Thomas (Education & Human Services)
Durley A Thomas (Education & Human Services)
Keara J Thomas (Liberal Arts)
Khadijah Thomas (Liberal Arts)
Theolonious A Thomas (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Megan L Thomason (Education & Human Services)
Bradley S Thompson (Engineering)
Brian W Thompson (Agricultural Sciences)
Grant Thompson (Education & Human Services)
Haven A Thompson (Agricultural Sciences)
Isabella R Thompson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jonathan D Thompson Jr (Education & Human Services)
Leighton M Thompson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matteus H Thompson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mia L Thompson (Education & Human Services)
Sophie M Thompson (Liberal Arts)
Tara M Thompson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Trevor N Thompson (Education & Human Services)
Andrew J Thornton (Engineering)
Sean P Thornton (Engineering)
Kayla P Thurston (Liberal Arts)
Sierra B Tiberend (Education & Human Services)
Connor E Tidler (Applied Sciences & Arts)
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Jason R Tieffel  (Business)
James Tiernan   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kassidy R Tierney (Liberal Arts)
Nicole C Tillberg  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Alexandria N Tiller (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Takala A Tiller   (Education & Human Services)
Tangela A Tiller   (Education & Human Services)
Lucas L Tingley   (Business)
Caitlin S Tippy   (Agricultural Sciences)
Caitlin H Tisil   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael D Tjemmes II  (Engineering)
Talia R Toal   (Liberal Arts)
Shelby L Tobolt   (Education & Human Services)
Hunter D Todd   (Agricultural Sciences)
Makaila R Todd   (Liberal Arts)
Katelyn E Toigo  (Liberal Arts)
Matthew J Tomlinson (Agricultural Sciences)
Yingjia Tong   (Liberal Arts)
Alexander L Tongate (Science)
Hannah Toniny   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Madison R Toppel   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Andrew D Torchia (Liberal Arts)
Malissa Torres    (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicolas A Torres  (Science)
Victor M Torres   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Amber E Toussaint (Engineering)
Dominique L Townsend (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Maria E Tragoudas (Education & Human Services)
Seth T Traiteur (Engineering)
Tesla F Travelstead (Education & Human Services)
Brittany T Travis (Education & Human Services)
Eric A Traylor   (Engineering)
Jacqueline M Tremmel (Business)
Benjamin N Trewin (Engineering)
Lorie B Trexler  (Education & Human Services)
Jonas P Trimble (Engineering)
Westin R Tripple   (Liberal Arts)
Nathaniel L Troester (Engineering)
Patrick Trollop   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alex T Troupe  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michalah M Troutt (Liberal Arts)
Karina I Trujillo (Liberal Arts)
Tyler S Trumbo   (Liberal Arts)
Eric Tucker   (Agricultural Sciences)
Jasmine D Tucker   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Karlena J Tucker  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ian M Tudor   (Science)
Michael Oliver M Tugas  (Science)
Morgan A Turley  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chase C Turner (Liberal Arts)
Kendra M Turner   (Agricultural Sciences)
Nicole N Turner (Education & Human Services)
Canoy R Tyree   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Chyanne Q Ulber (Education & Human Services)
Austin S Ullick (Education & Human Services)
Allison R Ulrich   (University College)
Hannah A Underwood (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joshua L Underwood (Agricultural Sciences)
Maggie M Unnertall (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zane A Uphoff  (Engineering)
Joanie M Urban   (Liberal Arts)
Raymond Urban (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Zachary J Urbaniaik (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mercedes C Uribe   (University College)
Paul E Utsler   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Vladimir D Valchev (Interdisciplinary)
Adriana Valdez  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Eeron J Valdivia  (Science)
Elizabeth M Valek   (Education & Human Services)
Jawaiun O Valentine   (Liberal Arts)
Alec J Valerius   (Education & Human Services)
Savannah M Valerius (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Edgar Valdarees Garcia (Education & Human Services)
Mireille Varios   (Business)
Amanda D Van Dyke   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sydney N Van Hoorebeke (Education & Human Services)
Lóryn N Van Hoos  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kyle F Van Hoven  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hemanth Vanamala   (Science)
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Brock M VanBlaricum (Engineering)
Caleb S VanDeGejuchte (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicole R Vandenplas (Science)
Taryn F Vandersluis (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jenna F Vanzandt (Engineering)
Spencer S Varalyai (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Chelsey N Varela (Liberal Arts)
Katrina R Vargas (Education & Human Services)
Emily L Varner (Education & Human Services)
Kaloipe K Vaselopulos (Liberal Arts)
Allis M Vaughan (Liberal Arts)
Mariah F Vaughn (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jazmin Vazquez (Liberal Arts)
Josue Vazquez (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Yolanda M Vazquez (Education & Human Services)
Brian G Vea (Science)
Daniel J Vega (Liberal Arts)
Morgan J Veinotte (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Roberto S Velazquez (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Christopher N Velizaris (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Melanie Vera (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jed Moses L Vergara (Engineering)
Maddy M Vermejan (Education & Human Services)
Erik N Versen (Liberal Arts)
Adrian C Veseli (Business)
Nicole M Vetter (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Trinidad M Vicente (Education & Human Services)
Marc Vihnanek Sr (Education & Human Services)
Alex Villalpando (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Simon Villegas Mejia (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ryan P Vincent (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Connor G Vine (Liberal Arts)
Corydon D Vine (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Madison M Virden (Education & Human Services)
Gurcharan S Virk (University College)
Sarah Virruso (Education & Human Services)
Michael D Vitale (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Adam C Vogel (Engineering)
Caleb W Vogel (Engineering)
Emma L Vogelsberg (Liberal Arts)
Brandi N Vogt (Education & Human Services)
Sarah E Vogt (Education & Human Services)
Gretchen A Volding (Engineering)
Matthew L Von Till (Engineering)
Michelle L Vorhies (Business)
Gavin R Voris (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexander J Vorreyer (Science)
John Votteler (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kamryn D Wade (Liberal Arts)
Katharine D Wagner (Liberal Arts)
Quentin Wagner (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Riley P Wagner (Engineering)
Samuel J Wagner (Engineering)
Brookelyn N Wahl (Education & Human Services)
Lauren M Waitt (Liberal Arts)
Erika Wakaizumi (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sienna C Walaszek (Liberal Arts)
Aedan G Walsh Flores (Education & Human Services)
Audrey C Waldon (Engineering)
Ellyse D Walker (Science)
Gabrielle L Walker (Science)
Kiana Walker (Education & Human Services)
Robert Wall (Liberal Arts)
Alexandra P Wallace (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Danielle Wallace (Liberal Arts)
Daphne M Wallace (Education & Human Services)
Joseph A Wallace (Engineering)
Nora A Wallace (University College)
Colin W Waller (Science)
Emma M Wallestad (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Alexandra N Walsh (Business)
Brian Walsh (Agricultural Sciences)
Megan A Walter (Science)
Vivian C Walter (Liberal Arts)
Aidan Walters (Liberal Arts)
Ian S Walters (Education & Human Services)
Madison D Walters (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mason D Walters (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Carter J Walton (Liberal Arts)
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Will C Walton (Science)
Xuan Wang (Business)
Zhibei Wang (Business)
Billy M Ward (Engineering)
Brock N Ward (Engineering)
Brooke O Ward (Education & Human Services)
Nia E Ward (Education & Human Services)
Ryan B Ward (Engineering)
Zaria M Ward (Business)
Zachariah N Warhus (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Brandy Warner (Education & Human Services)
Nolan S Warner (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Brandon B Warren (Education & Human Services)
Devan L Warren (Engineering)
Riley M Warren (Liberal Arts)
Christopher D Washington (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Allison K Wasiak (Science)
Alena L Waters (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Evonna L Waters (Business)
Kathryn E Watson (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Paige A Watson (Education & Human Services)
Victoria R Wayne (Agricultural Sciences)
Daejea S Weatherspoon (Liberal Arts)
Jacob C Webb (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaycey L Webb (Education & Human Services)
Justin T Weber (Engineering)
Lincoln W Weber (Engineering)
Olivia A Weber (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Timothy E Weber (Agricultural Sciences)
Madeline M Weddle (Education & Human Services)
Yidan Wei (Business)
Samantha L Weimer (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kyle A Weise (Applied Sciences & Arts)
John C Welch (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Christopher M Welchko (Engineering)
Alyssa M Wellingham (Business)
Zachary M Welsh (Agricultural Sciences)
Brittany K Wendel (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Taylor A Wendle (Agricultural Sciences)
Erin E Werners (Liberal Arts)
Tanner J Werts (Agricultural Sciences)
Ashlee J West (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew J West (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Josh R Westenberger (Engineering)
Megan G Westra (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joshua P Weyers (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Isabella R Weymer (Science)
Riley R Wheaton (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mallory P Wheelan (Education & Human Services)
James F Wheeler (Science)
Mallory J Wheeler (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Timothy J Wheeler (Education & Human Services)
Chase R Wheelan (Business)
Colin G Whelan (Business)
Jackson T Whitaker (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jasmine N Whitaker (Liberal Arts)
Nicholas A Whitbeck (Liberal Arts)
Angela White (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Erik J White (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jake R White (Liberal Arts)
Joey White (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kazzarian R White (Liberal Arts)
Daphne M Whiting (Education & Human Services)
Katrina E Whitley (Education & Human Services)
Spencer W Whitmore (Applied Sciences & Arts)
David P Whitson (Business)
Alex T Whitten (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Charles F Whitten (Liberal Arts)
Allie R Whittington (Science)
Grace K Whittington (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Michael Wicklund (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kaitlyn R Wiegand (Science)
Margaret D Wiegman (Education & Human Services)
Madeleine M Wiemers (Agricultural Sciences)
Megan D Wise (Applied Sciences & Arts)
George Wight (Liberal Arts)
Brenna L Wiist (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Alexandria M Wilcox (Science)
Kelsey R Wilcox (Education & Human Services)
Michael A Wilcox   (Engineering)
Erin N Wilham   (Agricultural Sciences)
Markus E Wilhelmsen   (Business)
Amber V Wilhoite   (Liberal Arts)
Blessings R Wilkerson   (Liberal Arts)
Colt W Wilkey   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Suzanna L Wilkie   (Liberal Arts)
Chloe B Wilkinson   (Education & Human Services)
Cameron Williams   (Education & Human Services)
Cassandra J Williams   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Destanee J Williams   (Liberal Arts)
Jacob M Williams   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jade F Williams   (Liberal Arts)
Javon A Williams Jr   (University College)
Kaylie J Williams   (Liberal Arts)
Kira L Williams   (Liberal Arts)
Lauren B Williams   (Education & Human Services)
Ricky A Williams Jr   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Sharleah M Williams   (Liberal Arts)
Sydney L Williams   (Education & Human Services)
Taylor E Williams   (University College)
Tyler J Williams   (Engineering)
Zachary J Williams   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Elizabeth S Willie   (Education & Human Services)
Anne E Willingham   (Education & Human Services)
Aysha A Willis   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ashley N Willmore   (Education & Human Services)
Marah E Willmore   (Education & Human Services)
Bianca Wilson   (Engineering)
Garrie Wilson   (Education & Human Services)
Ian Wilson   (Liberal Arts)
Jaicie Wilson   (Engineering)
Madison L Wilson   (Agricultural Sciences)
Rachel L Wilson   (Education & Human Services)
Tyler L Wilson   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Anna G Wingert   (Liberal Arts)
Kamryn L Wingerter   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicholas H Winkler   (Business)
Jackson Winn   (Engineering)
Audrey M Winters   (Science)
Kassie D Winters   (Business)
Keeley A Winters   (Engineering)
Sophia L Winters   (Education & Human Services)
Ellie G Winthrop   (Education & Human Services)
Nicholas Wiram   (Science)
Colin J Wisinski   (Engineering)
Cailey L Witchie   (Education & Human Services)
Christine Witek   (Business)
Gretchen M Witter   (Science)
Carson R Wolf   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Easton R Wolf   (Business)
Micaylen E Wolf   (Science)
Taylor M Wolff   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Mason J Wolford   (Business)
Emily Woloch   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tylor Wolters   (Science)
Sarah E Wombacher   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Frankie K Wong   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Ashley R Wood   (Education & Human Services)
Paul S Wood   (Liberal Arts)
Tanner J Wood   (Engineering)
Travis L Wood   (Business)
Luke A Woodard   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Whitney M Woods   (Education & Human Services)
Charles R Woods   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nyla Woods   (Liberal Arts)
Maliyah M Wooten   (Liberal Arts)
Brock M Workman   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jimmy R Wormsley III   (Education & Human Services)
Roy G Worthen   (Business)
Madison B Worthington   (Science)
Aedan Wright   ( Liberal Arts)
David A Wright   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicholas A Wright   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nicole E Wright   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Rachel L Wright   (Agricultural Sciences)
Zacary R Wright   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Dominik Wrobel   (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Tristan H Wuellner   (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
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Braden P Wuesthoff  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Joanna C Wyatt  (Education & Human Services)
Joseph Wyckoff  (Business)
Jack R Wydzierzecki  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Jenna C Wynn  (Liberal Arts)
Alexander Wysocki  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Yuxuan Xia  (Business)
Chengshu Yang  (Business)
Danian Yang  (Science)
Yubing Yang  (Business)
Cody Yanyecic  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jingwen Yao  (Business)
Todd S Yates  (Agricultural Sciences)
Zi Ye  (Business)
Zheng Yang Yeap  (Business)
Andrew Yepsen  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Makenna R Yergler  (Engineering)
Jacob C Yetter  (Science)
Tristan R Yokom  (Liberal Arts)
Christin M York  (Liberal Arts)
Thomas L York  (Agricultural Sciences)
May You  (Liberal Arts)
Abigail G Young  (Education & Human Services)
Dalee R Young  (Science)
Daniele N Young  (Education & Human Services)
Gunnar C Young  (Engineering)
Jaclyn N Young  (Science)
Ryan L Young  (Liberal Arts)
Zhaoxi Yuan  (Science)
Isabel A Yunker  (Science)
Makensey L Zahner  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Matthew T Zahour  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nathaniel J Zambrano  (Liberal Arts)
Zachary L Zappa  (Science)
Danny D Zarate  (Liberal Arts)
Jacqueline Zarcone Riotto  (Liberal Arts)
Noah C Zam  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Ariana M Zasada  (Education & Human Services)
Alejandra Zavala  (Education & Human Services)
Bryan E Zavala  (Education & Human Services)
Nina M Zavala  (Agricultural Sciences)
Michael Zawisza  (Engineering)
Raul Zayas  (Engineering)
Zach R Zebrowski  (University College)
Matthew W Zeigler  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Kyle M Zeinemann  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Yucheng Zeng  (Business)
Ce Zhang  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Hongfei Zhang  (Business)
Qifan Zhang  (Business)
Weikang Zhang  (Business)
Yaowen Zhang  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Yingyuan Zhang  (Mass Comm. & Media Arts)
Kaifeng Zhao  (Business)
Yichao Zhao  (Business)
Yijin Zhao  (Business)
Ziyi Zhao  (Business)
Yunjia Zhu  (Business)
Zeshuying Zhu  (Business)
Alexander Ziecina  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Allan F Ziegler IV  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nathan L Zielinski  (Engineering)
Kaleigh C Ziglar  (Engineering)
Heidi A Zimmerman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Jackson Zimmerman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Nick J Zimmerman  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
Sandra Zimmerman  (Liberal Arts)
Riley J Zollars  (Science)
Kevin M Zolnierowicz  (Applied Sciences & Arts)
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